


Many comedians have a straight 
man, but George Gobel —famous 
star of NBC-TV — has 
his guitar. George’s gags 
and guitar go together like birds 
and bees. His guitar is a constant, 
ever-present pal to his droll, 
delightful patter. He strums it, 
thumps it, picks it, twirls it. 
But don’t let him fool you! 
One of the funniest men on stage 
and screen, George is also a fine 
musician. He can and does play 
his guitar wonderfully well.
You might say that George has 
made the guitar famous, too. 
And by the way, the guitar 
he plays is a Gibson!

(jibsoqinc.
KALAMAZOO* 
MICHIGAN
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6. 21" Medium Bounce Cymbal 
IS" Medium (not shown) 
Blue Reversible pedal 
i. R. model sticks

1. Snare: 5'A x 14
2. Bassi 14x22
3. Tom Tom: 9 x 13
4. Tom Tom: 16 x 16

Here's the WFL Combination 
BENNY BARTH Prefers

raight 
amous

5.15" Medium thin Hi Hat #190A Brushes

via Benny Barth anj the ''MASTERSOUNDS" 
Featured on World Pacific’s “Jazz Showcase” and appearing at 
the leading west coast jazz spots, Benny Barth and the MASTER
SOUNDS are making quite a name for themselves. Like most of 
today’s leading jazz artists, Benny’s choice is LUDWIG for styling, 
dependability and SOUND . . .
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A Matter of Conning .

To the Editoi:
Concerning Mr. Bright's letter in your 

issue of March 20. in connection with union 
scales and musicians' wages.

First of all, for Mr. Bright's information, 
once a group works in a club under scale, 
the owner of the place becomes spoiled 
and will try to get away with paying il
legal wages all the time. I, myself, know 
from experience of the unscrupulous pro
cedures used by many club owners. I have 
have been offered $11 for a weekend night 
from the hours of 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. Does 
that sound like a fair wage to you, Mr. 
Bright? The owner's main argument was 
that the band that was there before us. 
worked for that sum. and if we didn't want 
to take it, he could bring them back, and 
they would work for it.

If enough musicians weaken, and work 
for these slave-lal»r wages, then every club 
owner would jump on the bandwagon, 
and, sooner or later, no musician would 
make a decent living. Believe me, Mr. 
Bright, it is hard enough making a living 
in the music business without your foolish 
conceptions on lalwr.

A musician spends his whole life prac
ticing, studying, and shelling out good 
money for music lessons, and after all this, 
when he's ready to work, you want him

UNIFORMITY

DOWN BEAT

and discords

to take jobs for practically nothing? I Iwg 
your pardon, Mr. Bright, but is one of 
your relatives or one of your close friends 
a club owner? If not, 1 don't see how you 
could have such a prejudiced viewpoint 
on this subject.

If an owner can’t 
he doesn’t have to 
all. as you said in 

afford the union prices, 
hire live music. After 
your letter, business is

business, so the owner’s financial prob
lems are no business of the musicians he 
hires. They just want to get what thev 
deserve for their talent.

Next time you go to "talk through” a 
jazz performance, remetnl>er one thing: 
those musicians on the stand are playing 
for your enjoyment, and if you don’t 
think they 're worth more than $10 or S12 
a night, then why did sou pay good monev 
to hear them? Smarten up and stop sup
porting the vultures who dig conning 
musicians down to ridiculous prices.

Jay Chasin

A Matter of Connotation ...
New Xork City

To the Editor:
We all loved W. C. Handy and respected 

his great contribution to the written mu
sic associated with jazz, but his implica
tion that illiteracy—presumably meaning 
musical illiteracy—distinguished New Or
leans musicians of the late ragtime period. 

is only partially true and illustrates kJ 
a completely false meaning may become 
attached to a word.

This word illiteracy has nothing to do 
with intelligence, or the lack of it, twe 
does it necessarily indicate a lack of know|. 
edge. It connotes primarily a lack of abil
ity to read, or read and write, and nut 
thus lie applied to music and musician 
However, in the case of word-usage—which 
tends to reflect social prejudices—the wom 
has attached to itself, like a parasite growth 
secondary connotations, e.g.: a lack gf 
education, a lack of culture.

The Negroes of New Orleans have had 
a rich and varied culture, and in many 
ways both slave and free, both literate and 
illiterate, shared it.

(The music of the Catholic church k 
just one case in point. An 18th century 
churchman complained that New Orica« 
men were derelict in their church-goiiy 
duties but that in good attendance wot 
women, children, and slaves. And Roget 
Baudier, the scholarly Catholic historian, 
wrote me, speaking of that period whtn 
brass bands were used in celebrating tlie 

wh
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All the creative talent within you
is expressed in sensitive, realistic tone 

with durable, low-action
strings by Epiphone.

Watch for the new Une of quality Epiphone products.
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• Recommended

• The Blindfold Test (Kenny Dorham) 
• Heard in Perron

* The First Chorus (Charles Suber)
• Rodio-TV (Will Jone*)
• Strictly Ad lib
* Tangent* (Don Gold)

• Charivari (Dom Cerulli)
• Chord* and Discord*
• Feather'* Ne*t (Leonard Feather)
• Film Flam (John Tynan) 
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WIN A TRIP TO NEWPORT
Detail* on Down Beat * exciting new contest.
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By Charles Suber 
g It has to be. Let musicians any
where listen and study and learn 
^ood music; anything can happen.

This magazine awards scholar
ships to six young jazz musicians 

and two are from Vienna.
Moscow ha» its annual Tchaikow 

jky-Rachmaninoff competition . 
and it’s won by a Texan, age 23.

Then there is Denton, Texas.
Denton’s North Texas State Col

lege has a tine jazz music depart
mint, alumni like jimmy Giuffre 
and Herb Ellis, and an annual high 
school dance band festival Responsi 
bli for all this is a quiet, gentle
speaking scholar, Gene Hall.

This year Gene invited three 
guest clinicians to judge and eval
uate the festival’s 15 junior and 
senior high school entries . . . 
Marshall Brown, from Farmingdale; 
Di. Ted Crager, Dean of Music, West 
Texas State College; and inyself.

Marshall, just back from Europe 
when he recruited the International 
Youth Band for Newport, was 
amazed by the feeling for jazz shown 
bv the festival bands. He kept shak 
ing his head as kids, 11 to 17. from 
improbable towns like Sulphur 
Springs, Kaufman, and * " *
Wells played the best of LaPorta. 
Basie, Tristano and Kenton.

The highlights for me were: 
watching Marshall Brown work with 
a composite band assembled on the 
spot: listening to an 11 year old 
from Longview swing “Boogie Blues” 
and calmly tell me her favorite 
singer is Anita O’Day; seeing the 
expression on 17 year old Louis 
Gasca’s face when Down Beat sur 
prised him with a scholarship to the 
Berklee School.

But our biggest kick came from 
Gasca’s band—13 boys from Jefferson 
Davis High in the industrial section 
of Houston. Until Holmes McNeely, 
their director, organized the band 
last year, they missed more classes 
than most, and weren’t too sure of 
graduating. They had to enter 
hoik to charter the bus to Denton. 
Well, you guessed right. They frac
tured everyone.

After their five numbers they sat 
in the audience and listened to 
lamat High, also from Houston, 
programmed next. Lamar had 47 
pieces — lull percussion, french 
horns, strings, harp, the works. 
Wouldn’t you know that after Lamar 
had finished, all 11 Jeff Davis have- 
nnts stood up and cheered.

See what I mean?

down beat

COLLEGIATE JAZZ
A photo story on the college jazz festival at the Hermosa Beach lighthouse.

SAM DONAHUE: CROSS SECTION
Another in Don Gold's series on personalities in music.

BILL PERKINS AND RICHIE KAMUCA
Two tenor saxophonists discuss each other and taxz By John Tynan

LEE KONITZ: SEARCH FOR A NEW SOUND
The inventive alto man discusses his desires in jazz. By Dom Cerulli

PEE WEE RUSSELL REMINISCES
The experienced clarinetist remembers a colorful past. By Dom Cerulli

BENNY GOLSON: A NEW TALENT
Background information on an important musician-composer. By Harry Frost

In The Next Issue-----------------------
The May 29 issue of Down Beat will swing into spring with an impressive 

cover photo of the inimitable Red Norvo. John Tynan's cover story will 
bring readers up to date on the many facets of Norvo's career. Also set for 
the May 29 issue are stories on Johnny Griffin, the excellent Chicago tenor 
man; the Mitchell brothers, Whitey and Red; and a study of composer 
(Jeorge Russell by Dom Cerulli. Naturally, then'll be Recommended and 
jazz reviews and more columns. Also, don t forget that the May 29 issue will 
contain another combo arrangement, in our Up Beat section.
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To the Editor:
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This might not be very important w 
the ordinars guy or gal. but to us it is 
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we don t get much jazz on radio and (j 
have a large request list of jazz scIccuom^

If any of your readers hase anything »4 
offer, please hase them send records M

Move and 
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music. So, of course, did working in brass 
bands, for even when they could not read 
music, the men were working in terms of 
a more strict form than that of the dance 
halls, as to tonality, harmony, and rhythm.

But I’m sure Mr. Handy was a victim 
of popular usage in respect to this word. 
Of course, Willy Cornish of the Bolden 
band read and wrote music: he also spoke 
four languages and was of estimable seiv- 
ice to the United States during a long 
tenure in the army. It is well known that

Supreme court in 1896, young Creole Negro 
musicians, understandably, began to throw 
in their lot more and more with the mu
sical illiterates on the other side of Canal 
St., rediscovering their Afro-American heri 
tage through the blues, stomps, break 
dou ns, and quadrilles.

Men such as Papa Tin and George Bac-

knoii his address.
I want him to get all the credit dug 

him and I won't let the record release cmae 
through unless he signs for it. Phase pet

Walter Hmns 
108 lirst Ave. 
U.S. V.A. Hwpid 
Ward 16S
New York 10, N.Y.

important figures in 20th century American 
music. Also. I want to add that I, for one, 
wrote about those minstrel trombones and

To the Editor: 
I have written a tune called 

there is a gentleman who has

Mr. Handy’s 
river and the 
to jazz."

was certainly musically illiterate, but he 
was literate in other respects and even 
edited a little scandal sheet. And who'll 
say who made the most music in those 
bands, in that somewhat folk-music phase

know that I want him to get in touch with 
me. His name is Paul Walsh. Thank von 
kindli.
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magazine very much.

I am a disabled veteran 
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expressing regret about Jack 1 racy's de
parture from Down Beat.

It is my considered opinion that Jack 
will continue to do his best in the in
terest of jazz in his new endeasoi.

1 would like to express my sincere thanks 
for the help and advice Jack has given 
John Pope and me during our three years 
of jazz promoting.

It is not often that one finds such a 
combination of humility and responsibility 
in an individual

I dig Jack I racy. He swings.
• Gordon (Gus) Allen

Firehouse Jazz ( oncerts

agree whole-heartedly with 
parting statement. “The 
city were both important

music

FINEST CYMBALS

ZILDJIAN CO
Transferred to America, 1929
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THIS TRADEMARK

Company .supplies the needs

Established in 1623 Turk

The most famous family of artisans

For nearly three and a half centuries the 
closely guarded secret art of making the 
finest cymbals has been inherited by the old
est surviving male Zildjfon. In 1929 the busi
ness became the heritage of the present 
Avedis Zildjian and the business was moved 
from Turkey to the United States Today, ihe

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY
NORTH QUINCY 71 MASS USA

CELEBRATING

335 YEARS 
OF MAKING THE WORLD'S
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MAIL TO DOWN BEAT 2001 Calumet Ave
Chicago 16, III.

CC EMAN HAWKINS 3 BUD SHANK
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State.Zone.

□ NON-SUBSCRIBER□ SUBSCRIBER

□ RUBY BRAFF
□ JACKIE PARIS
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L JOE NEWMAN 
□ JIMMY SMITH

□ TRUMMY YOUNG 
□ ROY ELDRIDGE 
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Down Beat magazine, 
the editors of Down

□ ZOOT SIMS 
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□ HANK JONES
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Here is my entry for Down Beat's Newport Jazz Festival contest. 
Also enclosed is my statement on why i read Down Beat.
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TO THE NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL

from the newsstand music store« or direct 
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of obtaining Official entry blanks.

OFFICIAL BILKS:—
I: W lull tbe contest is:
<al This contest consist» of checking the cor

rect names of past Newport Jazz Festival

IV. Who May Kilter: 
(A) Any resident of 1 

States and Canada,

(Bl All entries become the property of Down 
Beat. None will be returned. Each con
testant must keep his own record of alii

All th«M artists have performed at Newport In recent years. Con you match 
the name to the picture? And tell us why you read Down Beat.

If the official winner la a paid subscriber 
of Down Beat, hr of May 31, 1958. an ad
ditional prize of a Hi-Fi phonograph will

» Beat and । 
I enjoy did

living in the generally accepted 
of the field.

(B) It Is not necessary to I«* n subs<

K1UIH
I Uta Rrtf piece winner Is o subscriber on additional prize 
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I. 'NEWPORT ON RECORD”—Verve Records.
Tbe entire Newport Jazz Festival of 1957 oi recorded

ill Read Carefully?
(A) When contestant- have completed the nim- 

ing of the Newport Jazz Festival artists, 
which will be published, nine at a time, in 
two consecutive issues of Down Beat, the 
entire 18 selections, are to be enclosed, with 
your letter. In an envelope and addressed 
to: Newport Jazz Festival Contest,—Down 
Beat, 2001 Calumet Ave., Chicago 16. Illi
nois. Entries must be postmarked no later 
than midnight May 31. 1958.
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MO “MY FAIR LADY"—Shelly Manne & his Friends, and 
FAI JOEY”—-Andre Frevln & his Foil—Contemporary 

Records, $10 Value
11-20 “BASIE”—Roulette Records. Count Basie Orchestra

• JELLY ROLL MORTON"—Riverside Records.
Ore mon history of jazz in 12 albums. $70 Value 

I. HISTORY OF CLASSIC JAZZ”—Riverside Records. Five
12' LF'si plus a 20,000 word “Introduction to Classic
Im" $25 Value

i. RUA FITZGERALD SINGS THE DUKE ELLINGTON SONG
BOOK"—Verve Records recorded with Duke Ellington

three names are listed for each picture. 
When you finish Identifying all of the pic
tures <18 total), write 25 words or less 
stating why you read Down Beat magazine. 
This contest will appear In two consecutive 
issues of Down Beat. May 15 and May 29. 
Tn the event of a tie or ties, duplicate 
prizes will be awarded.
Prise«:
Down Beat will award a total of 20 prizes. 
There will be no other requirements other
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NEW YORK (

JAZZ: Lionel Hampton swings into the manufactur
ing field with Vibrahamps, which he will market at leu । 
than S200, complete with 15 lessons (
. . Boston’s Berklee School tied in i
with another New England educa- 
tional and oilers
courses leading to a bachelor of music 
degree . . . Bassist Eugene Wright will >
join Carmen McRae when he return I
from overseas with Dave Brubeck’s I 
group . . . Duke Ellington and John I ^B

both «oiiHtiis-
sions to write speti.il compositions | ITL 
for the Great South Bay jazz festival . • •
. . . Boston bassist John Neves left ewi* (<
the Herb Pomeroy band to succeed Al McKibbon in 
George Shearing’s group. Gene Chirico, formerly in I 
Toshiko’s trio, joined Pomeroy . . . Lou Levy, Max I 
Bennett, and Gus Johnson will tour with Ella Fin- I 
gerald. I P

Erroll Garner performed in concert, sponsored by I “ 
Joe Rico of WHLD, Buffalo, at Kleinhaus music hall, I , 
Buffalo, late in April. Wheels are turning for legal I 
action against a parody of Garner’s Concert By Tht I 
Sea LP issued on the Thunderbird label as The Wont I 
of Morris Garner . . . Red Rodney is working at the I -j 
Capri in Philadelphia with a quartet, including female I 
bassist Marion Phillips, pianist Dave Kent, and drum-1 
mer Charlie Pasco . . . Felix Grant added three houn I y0 
daily to his air time on Washington, D C.’s ABC outlet, I 
and is now co-producer of Jazz Recital, a live show I 
aired Saturday nights from 8 to 8:30, featuring Charlie I n 
Byrd’s group and singer Ann Read . . . Stan Getz, Bob I 
Brookmeyer, Jerry Segal, Knobby Totah, and Wynton I jn 
Kelly formed a group and subbed for Thelonious 1 a $ 
Monk when he was unable to open at the Village I 
Vanguard. Monk straightened out his affairs and I 
opened the following night . . . Altoist Bobby Brown! jn 
and his group were held over for four more weeks I 
at the Copa City Lounge in Jamaica, and did a Mon ■ 
day night at Birdland . . . Fran Thorne dropped into I je, 
the Vanguard recently to catch Phineas Newborn «1 an, 
a possible artist for the Great South Bay festival and I fac 
ended up playing piano for nearly an hour, with I an 
Charlie Mingus on bass, behind poet Langston Hughe! 
. . . Bethlehem dumped 15 LPs in its catalog onto the ■ 
low-price racks. Another 15 are set to follow . . .1 prt 
M-G-M recorded a Jones Brothers LP, with Thad,! 
Hank, Elvin, and non-brother Eddie. I ^0

Baritone man Jay Cameron joined Maynard! / 
Ferguson’s band . . . Randy Weston set for a week all for 
the Composer, following his week at the Spotlight ini was 
Washington, D. C. Weston, working with Ray Cope-B org 
land and Cecil Payne, set to open at the Five Spot! tioi 
in May . . . The National Jazz Fraterntiy’s annual! for 
collegiate jazz contest is underway with winners rt! hui 
ceiving a recording contract with Modernage records! 1 
. . . Marshall Stearns will speak at Stratford July 24.1 jazz 
following Langston Hughes by one day. Stearns’ sub! of i 
ject is where jazz and folk song meet . . . Deca cl dep 
readying Beverly Kenny’s LP, Beverly Kenny sings |o® Ru: 
Playboys . . : Columbia issued Benny Goodman® vek 
Swing Into Spring from the TV show' of the saint! tap 
name, but the record is marred by some poor trumpe® yiv<

(Continued on Page 38) ■ j®«

speti.il
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
• Lenox Agenda
• Hall of Fame Awards
• Cabaret Card Scene
• More Jazz on Radio
• ’Stars of Jazz’ Wins

U.S.A. EAST
Lenox Starts To Swing

An expanded curriculum and a 
longer session will be offered to stu
dents at the School of Jazz, Lenox, 
Mass., from Aug. 10 to Sept. 1.

Dean Jule Foster noted that 
courses include: large ensemble 
playing, small ensemble playing, 
composition and arranging, the 
history of jazz, as well as private 
lessons on piano, drums, clarinet, 
saxophone, guitar, trombone, vibes, 
bass, trumpet, and composition.

A new course in jazz styles and 
idioms will also be offered as an 
elective for returning students.

Two large ensembles will be 
formed this year, both under direc
tion of Bill Russo. In addition, 
some 10 small ensembles will be 
created.

Prof. Marshall Stearns of the 
Institute of Jazz Studies will conduct 
a session-long, informal seminar with 
some 12 jazz critics.

From his 20 years of experience 
in conducting seminars, Stearns told 
Down Beat the sessions could aid 
critics in going into jazz subjects in 
depth by the interchange oi ideas, 
and the knowledge of research 
facilities available for books and 
articles.

The complete list of faculty mem
bers was set to be announced at 
press time.

Ford In Jazz* Past
A $75,000 Ford Foundation grant 

for a five-year jazz research product 
was made early in April when the 
organization announced giant ac
tions totaling more than $2,666,000 
for programs in education, the 
humanities, and the arts.

Tulane university received the 
jazz grant funds. Under supervision 
of the university’s history and music 
departments, jazz students William 
Russell and Richard Allen will de
velop a systematic oral history on 
tape through interviews with sur- 
yivors of the 1885-1917 period of 
jazz in New Orleans.

Georganne Aldrich, jazz commentator on New York station WHBI. has initiated a toping project 
for the Institute of Jaw Studies. Shown here with Lucky Roberts and jazz writer Rudi Blesh, Miss 
Aldrich has been taping the reminiscenses of jazz greats for the Institute’s archives. See Dom
Cerulli ’* »lory an th* project below.

Sweet Words And Musicians
Pretty Georganne Aldrich, prob

ably radio’s only female jazz com
mentator (New York’s WHBI, 
Music U.S.A.) has embarked on a 
long and important job for the 
Institute of Jazz Studies.

With researchers often stumped 
for first-hand material on the lives 
and personalities of jazz men, Miss 
Aldrich paired with Marshall Stearns 
in a taping project for the Institute.

Hall of Fame
After many hours of carefully 

listening to demonstration tapes and 
discs and checking applications, the 
board of judges for Down Beat’s 
Benny Goodman Hall of Fame 
scholarship found a winner.

Nicholas Brignola, 21-year-old 
reed man from Troy, N.Y. has been 
named winner of the Hall of Fame 
scholarship, entitling him to the 
$700 scholarship at the Berklee 
school of music in Boston, Mass.

Brignola has worked with the 
Reese Markewitch quintet at the 
Randall’s Island jazz festival and 
Cafe Bohemia in New York. He re
cently participated in the Marke
witch group’s first LP, for Modern
age Records.

The flood of applications for the 
Hall of Fame scholarship unveiled 
many fine jazz talents. This led 
Down Beat to name five additional

Since last September, Miss Aid- 
rich has been taping interviews 
with great jazz men and musicians 
who have been great influences on 
jazz. Already in the files are 
reminiscenses by Willie (The Lion) 
Smith, Don Redman, and Lucky 
Roberts, among others.

Miss Aldrich plays some of the 
tapes on her Sunday night show, 
but both her tapes and time are 
donated to the Institute, a non

winners of scholarships for study at 
Berklee.

Karl Drewo, 21, from Vienna, 
Austria won a $350 scholarship. A 
versatile jazzman, Drewo plays tenor, 
clarinet, vibes, and piano. He has 
worked with several leading Aus
trian jazz groups and has headed 
his own group, too.

Three $200 scholarships for study 
at Berklee were awarded to:

Richard L. Wright, 23, a brass and 
reed student from Bremerton. Wash.

William R. Jones, 29, a reed man- 
composer-arranger from Cleveland, 
Ohio.

Joe Zawinul, 25, a pianist from 
Vienna, Austria.

A special award was made to 18- 
year-old Louis Gasca, a senior at 
Jefferson Davis high school in Hous
ton, Texas. Gasca, not in the Hall of 
Fame competition, was awarded a 
$350 Berklee scholarship.
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A.F.M. local 802 in New York had
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Union took over from Atty. Maxwell

lawsuit broughtCohen

When Ben Webster made
cert at

Lincei-choreogra-out like any other gig.
Àngna Enters; pianists Byron

birthday party—his 49th.
on

fee so the applicant would not be

DOWN BEAT

Stephen P. Kennedy, because the 
A.F.M. attorney’s charges connoted 
conuption in the police department, 
as well as defaming him personally.

the Budapest Strin) 
aid Dyer-Bennett; <

leader Johnny 
Beat, Feb. 6).

And the poi

their eligibility for identification 
cards.”

gramming.
The Chicago CBS-radio outlet hai 

initiated a half-

vinia Festival association, 11 S. La

attnude” an actual “obstruction to

Cohen told Down Beat that

The American Civil Liberties

‘Great jazz talent has a lot

Salle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

“charged from S3,000 and up to 
obtain cards,” and “boasted he had

Richards (Down

profit foundation.
Why does she donate so much 

time and effort?

Among others set to perform are 
~ ‘ Quartet; Rich-

But it soon turned into

against the police department by 
pianist Beni Rubenstein and band-

union’s “laissez-faire

dispossessed for non-payment 
rent,” Cohen wrote.

|anis, Leon Fleisher, and Eugene 
Istomin, and violinist Joseph Fuchs.

Complete information on the fes
tival can be obtained from the Ra-

Marihdl Brown, former dlroclor ni the Farmingdala. L I., New York high ichool donc* bond 
and more rocontly talent scout for tho Newport festival international band, recently participated 
in the North Texas State college high ichool dance band festival. Serving os a clinician, Brown 
offered individuel aid ta sludenl musiciens, as he's shewn doing abave.

“I’ve always loved jazz,” she says. 
Most of the world feels the same as
I do about jazz. Only here 
America, where it all began, 
there so much misunderstanding, 
much resistance to accepting it 
a cultural force.

not aided, in any manner, in the 
Rubenstein-Richards suit seeking to 
test the cabaret card situation. He

Mrs. Bill Simon, wife of the noted 
jazz writer and critic, baked a huge 
cake and presented it to Webster 
onstage. Colleagues Tony Scott, 
Mundell Lowe, Don Elliott, Aaron 
Bell, Bill Evans, Paul Modian, Larry 
Burns, Larry Caso, and Gerry Le
vine blew Happy Birthday music, 
and all hands later adjourned to

say—and jazz music itself is only 
one way they know how to say it,” 
she added.

launched an investigation into 
charges, brought by an attorney for 
the A.F.M that Atty. Cohen

influence in the police department.”
In a letter to Deputy Police Com

missioner James J. McElroy, Cohen 
denied the charges and noted that 
he had figured in some 12 cases in
volving cards. “Approximately six 
of these matters were handled on a 
relatively free basis insofar as the 
applicants either paid nominal fees, 
or no fees at all, or never completed 
payment on their fees because of 
unancial inability to do so. In one 
of these six cases, I returned the

Ceals, he said. Cohen added that 
e has rejected some 50 additional 

cases “because 1 had doubts as to

Cabaret Card Scene
Early in April, two significant de

velopments occurred in the struggle 
to do something about the New 
York cabaret card situation.

A Public Affair
Jazz has become a part ot WBBMj 

"new look” in public affairs pro.

$350, which included preparation 
of affidavits, petitions, exhibits, 
memorandums of law, and appear
ances before the police department 
and the state liquor authority. The 
bulk of the case work was on ap-

a con- 
started

hour jazz show 
hosted by Alan 
Merriam, profes
sor of anthropolo
gy at Northwestern 
university. The 
show, which de-

any improvement.’
A copy of his letter to McElroy 

was sent to Police (kimmissioner

bull >n \piil If,
i1,1' 

h. Ill'1 i> bi II'I 

each Saturday from 
8:05 to 8:30 p.m. Alan Merriam 

According to a station spokesman, 
the show is scheduled to continue 
through the summer months.

Merriam, a noted anthropologist 
and |azz scholar, has been active in 
jazz for many years. He was a panel 
member at the first Newport jau 
festival. He contributed a study of 
drums to CBS-TV’s Adventure series. 
He has been serving as faculty ad
viser to the Northwestern Univer
sity Jazz society.

Commenting on the show, he said, 
“Jazz has special values, unique to 
it, not found in other types of music. 
This Js Jazz will attempt to point 
out these values, in addition to play
ing complete record selections by 
well-known artists in the field of 
jazz.”

Jazz Lift
A group of jazz Ians in Battle 

Creek, Mich., have banded together

The attorney added that in the 
remaining cases, no fee exceeded

Ravinia: 1958
Jazz once again will be represented 

at the Ravinia festival in Highland 
Park, III.

This year’s festival, 23rd in the se
ries, will extend from July 1 thiough 
Aug. 10. Representing jazz will be 
Lionel Hampton and his band, set 
for appearances on July 30 and 
Aug. 1.

Simon’s house, where champagne 
bubbled in tribute to a fine ijm 
man.
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¡ii an effort to send jazz records be
hind the Iron Curtain.

The movement, conceived a year 
joo by Theodore R Grevers, has 
been named Jazz Lift. According to 
Grevers. the purpose ot the organi- 
ntion is “to collect throughout the 
United Stales . . . new and old jazz 
records, to be . . . transported ... to 
piuth behind the Iron Curtain for 
the purpose of influencing them 
with our way of life through Ameri
can jazz

In an effort to promote interna
tional correspondence, Grevers has 
designed a carton for packaging the 
records; the name and address of 
each donor will be printed on the 
carton.

Down Beat readers interested in 
joining the group can do so by writ
ing to Jazz Lift, Box 980, Battle 
Greek, Mich.
More Modern Music

The University of Illinois has an
nounced the availability of the fifth 
in its series of custom recordings.

The most recent release consists of 
six works commissioned for and per- 
iormed during the 1957 Festival of 
Contemporary Music, presented by 
the university in cooperation with 
the Fromm Music foundation of 
Chic ago.

Included in the three-LP festival 
album are performances of Ernst 
Krenek’s one act opera, The Bell
Tower; Burrill Phillips' The Return 
of Odysseus, conducted by Robert 
Shaw; Irving Fine’s Fantasia for 
String Trio; Alan Hovhaness’ To the 
God Who Is tn the Fire, also con
ducted by Shaw; Wallingford 
Riegger’s Symphony No. 4, and 
Gunther Schuller’s String Quartet.

The album is available for $7 
postpaid from the Illini Union book
store, 715 S. Wright St., Champaign,

U.S.A. WEST
A Network Of Stars

The broadest grins in town last 
month graced the faces of the pro
ducers of ABC-TV’s Stars Of fazz. 
New York had given the nod. After 
nearly two years ot trailblazing 
effort to bring jazz to local Los 
Angeles television, the pioneering 
music show went on the ABC tele
vision network.

For the first time since its in
ception June 25, 1956, Stars of fazz 
went on a three-week tryout for 
cout-to-coast viewing Friday, April 
18, in the 8:30-9:00 p.m. time slot 
immediately preceding The Frank 
Sinatra Show. Starred in the initial 
network telecast were singer Billy 
Eckstine, The Mastersounds, and

Md

Theta tmilet belong »o Jimmy Baker, Bob Arbogast, and Peter Robinson—the brain trust of 
KABC-TV. Los Angeles, jo» show. Stars of iazz Producer Baker, writer Arbogast, and executive 
producer Robinson have reason to smile Stars of Jazz, oflu nearly two years of bringing ¡on 
on television Io fans on the west coast, was given the opportunity to speak Io the nation when 
Ihe ABC TV network powers granted the show a three-week network tryout in late April. For 
complete details see John Tynan's report in U.S.A West below.

Teddy Buckner’s Dixieland band.
According to executive producer 

Peter Robinson, the show is marked 
for network viewing through Friday, 
May 2. After that date, he told 
Down Beat, there is the possibility 
that the program might be pre
empted. He further suggested that 
leaders desiring to see the show re
main on the network should write 
to ABC-TV’s New York home office.

Ironically, the Friday evening pro
grams will lx* seen in the Los An
geles area. Stars will be seen live on 
the coast the preceding Monday 
nights when it is recorded for the 
nationwide telecast.

Approaching its 100th week of 
local viewing Monday, May 5, Stars 
continues to be sponsored by Bud
weiser Beer. In addition to executive 
Robinson, other members of the pro
duction team are Jimmie Baker, 
producer; Bob Arbogast, script 
writer; director Hap Weyman, and 
emcee Bobby Troup.

For its outstanding contributions 
to musical entertainment on tele
vision, the show was selected for a 
special merit award bv this magazine 
which was presented on a recent 
program.

Scatter Platter
Are the days of the “personality” 

disc jockey numbered?
Mortimer Hall, president of power

ful Hollywood radio station KLAC, 
declared, “The day of the disc jockey 
is over.” Announcing a series of 
sweeping changes that “. . . will ef- 

! £

4

feet not only KLAC but . . . radio 
stations throughout the country,” he 
predicted the inevitable demise of 
disc jockey programming in major 
marketing areas.

A far-reaching change in Hall's 
own operation was the recent de
cision to drop the Big Five jocks— 
Gene Norman, Peter Potter, Dick 
Haynes, Jack Smith, and Earl Mc
Daniel—and the personality policy 
on which the station grew for years. 
KLAC was the country's first radio 
station to build a big-name disc 
jockey policy.

From now on, Hall said, the sta
tion will “. . . operate 100 per cent 
without disc jockeys.” The decision 
is based on an eight-month survey 
conducted by the station in Los An
geles and six other cities, Hall said. 
The survey “.. . brought to light the 
fact that people want music, music, 
music, interlaced with news and fea
tures: and the fact that ‘someone’ 
brings it to them doesn l interest 
them one bit any more.”

Hall's answer to personality pro
gramming: a day-to-day survey by 
the station of record sales, jukebox 
play, “and other factors.”

In other words, the type of music 
programmed apparently will remain 
unchanged. The main difference in 
the station’s operation will be the 
method of selecting records. With 
no specific DJ to write to for better 
music on the air, listeners now will 
have to reach the station manager 
directly with gripes and requests.
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Cross Section

Sam Donahue

I Don’t Know
Graziano From Marciano

Gold

active propagandists.

In 1951, he returned to navy

part of navy chow I
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After separation from 
band and taught music.

suppose like the

extremely active leader,

he sat in on Gene’s drums at the old Palomar. I ve

sports fan. 1 don't

always thought he had a great amount of talent 
R vy Anthony-: “He's always been nice to me.'

service, he headed his own

escapes me, too, 
so much of it in

| If the dance bands are to attain the glory they once 
possessed, Sam Donahue will be among the leaders 
whose efforts will contribute to that end.

Donahue, 40, is one of the dance band business' most

Donahue recently headed his band in appearances at 
New York's Birdland and Chicago's Blue Note in an 
effort to expand the band's appeal to the jazz audience 
as well as the dancers. For years, he has worked dil
igently to better the cause of the dance band.

The saxophonist-trumpeter-arranger has had a full 
career in the music business.

Donahue has worked with the bands of Gene Kiupa, 
Harry James, and Benny Goodman. He was in Artie 
Shaw’s navy band. He headed the latter band during 
a wartime navy stint in 1944-45. He led the band to 
England, where it developed a sizable following.

Fried Bananas: “They come in a dish in Brazil with 
maize poured over that is delectable.”

U.S. News and World Report: “It was largely re
sponsible for my joining the naval reserve in ’47, be
cause I thought we were going to go to war with Russia. 
As a result, in ’51 1 was called to duty. I've stopped 
reading it.”

Mickey Rooney: “I’ve known him since 38, when
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Ballroom Operators: "Let’s stop pointing the finger 
at each other . .. the operators, the leaders, the agencies 
. . . and blaming the state of the business on each other, 
because everything existing today was merchandised on 
a brainwash basis. We should band together financially 
to hire a Madison Ave. agency to promote — not in
dividual ballrooms or attractions, but the activity of 
dancing in ballrooms.”

Billy Strayhorn: “I think Billy is a man with i 
great deal of inherent talent who profited greatly from 
his association with the greatest.”

Lamb Chops: “I spent a year in England . . .”
Poetry: "That’s why the lady is a tramp ... It

Strawberries and Sour Cream: "Yes, I like that 
combination. Strawberry blintzes, too.”

Slide Rules: “1 never used one. Bobby Byrne, when 
he had a band, used one. He used to figure out bus 
time with it.”

Manny Albam: “Manny played baritone and wrote 
some arrangements for me in 1946. He’s come a long 
way.”

The Guy Lombardo Sax Section Sound: “It’s a 
product of a style that was garnered from another band 
— that of [an Garber —done to the best of the lom-
bardo sax section’s ability.” 

Dot ble-Breasted Suits: “Oh.
chemise, they’ll come back.” 

Rocky Graziano: “Lin not a
know Graziano from Marciano.” 

Navy Bean Soup: “That’s one 
did like.”

service for the Korean conflict. After this, he worked 
with the Tommy Dorsey band. Then, in 1954, he 
was chosen to front the Billy May band on tour. Now 
heading the Sam Donahue band, he continues the road 
routine that has been j part of most of his life.

For this Cross Section, he volunteered the following 
opinions on a variety of topics:

Muti al Disarmament: "1 feel that anything that’s 
a step toward peace is a good thing. But m these days 
of mutual distrust, how can we get mutual disarma
ment?”

Home Gardening: “A tremendous hobby. When 1 
was a kid, my brother and I took care of an acre of 
ground with 150 elm trees. But the depression wiped 
that out. When I bought a house, I cemented the back 
vard and had a gardener take care of the front lawn 
Fanning is for others.”

Glenn Milier- “Glenn was very successful because 
of a monetary investment by Cy Shribman and general 
merchandising direction Irom Cy. Glenn had failed 
twice with the same music. Like Welk, he was able 
lo separate those who like him from those who didn’t. 
This is what it takes to successfully merchandise any 
produc t.”

The White Cliffs of Dover: ”1 played all around 
them, but I never saw them. ’

I he Top 10 Charts: “They’re not the cause of the 
state ol music today but the result of a series of un
fortunate happenings, taking music out of the hands 
of musicians and into the hands of those who use it to 
make money. These charts, in time, will pass.”

European Travel: "I would like it very much, for 
tht opportunity to expose what little I have to offer 
to the world public. Anyone who has the opportunity 
to travel any where is foolhardy not to take it.”
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Richie Kamuca, 27. are two of the 
most forceful tenor soloists to emerge 
on the west coast.

Prior to settling in southern Cali
fornia, both served hitches in th 
Woody Herman band. For Pcrkim, 
the Herman stint brought the be
ginnings of national recognition 
his subsequent move to Kenton 
strengthened a growing reputation. 
Conversely, Kamuca began his break 
into the jazz big time with th* 
Kenton band of 1952-53. Then, afta 
a two-year period with Herman, he 
returned to Stan last year when th 
band settled down at the Balbi 
Rendezvous ballroom south of Loi 
Angeles.

Fast friends, the two lenorisb 
have made three albums together 
in the last year, Just Friends 
(World-Pacific), Tenors Head 0» 
(Liberty) and The Brothers (RCA 
Victor) with Al Cohn. Perkins is 
contracted exclusively with World
Pacific and is currently preparing» 
new solo album of tunes from th 
Bing Crosby-Bob Hope Roti 
movies; Kamuca is represented u 
soloist on his own LP for the Mode 
label.

Blond, broad-shouldered Bill and 
dark, slim Richie are both quiet 
Kersonaiities. Afforded opportunity, 

owever, they have much to say- 
quite animatedly at times—on their 
music, choice of instruments, con
temporary sax men and jazz in 
general.

Here, engaged separately in con
versation. they sound off:

How do Bill and Richie feel about 
each other’s playing?

PERKINS: “Richie is one of th 
greatest tenor players in the countr 
today . . . and he’s a much bette 
jazz player than I. Why? Well, that 
things are always subjective. His a- 
perience. for one thing. He’s worked 
so much with small groups that his 
grasp of solo playing is mud 
broader. He can play a much better- 
constructed solo than I when it 
comes to extended playing. M«t< 
musicians would agree with whatl 
say about Richie. Furthermore, h
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KAMUCA: “Bill really projects 
in a big band. When we were with 
Woody, he was my biggest influence. 
He had the sound—and the me* 
panics. He was really the cat in 
the sax section. I don't feel that Bill 
and 1 play anything alike—now, I 
mean. But I profited an awful lot 
from being with him in the sec* 
tion."

What are their thoughts on big 
band work?

PERKINS: “I enjoy working with 
a big band, but I'd like to spend 
part of my time in a small group. 
You see, big band playing is too 
fragmentary. In the long run it tends 
to rob you of flexibility. Unlike 
Richie, I’ve really had pitifully 
little experience playing with small 
groups. Lennie Niehaus may work 
with an octet in the near future 
with both Richie and myself. Either 
Richie will play baritone or I will. 
This still is quite tentative, though.”

KAMUCA: “I don’t get a real 
feeling of participating jazzwise in 
the band because my solo work is 
limited. I guess my section playing 
is as good as any of the others, 
though.”

What does Richie think of his 
playing today?

KAMUCA: “I’m certainly feeling 
a lot better about my playing in the 
last year. For one thing, I’m enjoy
ing my playing more. See, in pre
vious years I spent a lot of time on 
the road and inevitably was influ
enced by a lot of other players—on 
many instruments. It was a case of 
When in Rome, do as the Romans 
do,’ so I didn’t have time to con
sider my own playing seriously.

'When you work and live with 
different guys, naturally you’re in
fluenced by those guys. Such as Lee 
Konitz, Frank Rosolino. Frank’s my 
all-time favorite. He’s really a fan
tastic player but so taken for 
granted. Like when you listen to 
Dizzy, you expect a phenomenal 
level of performance. Even when 
Frank doesn’t feel like playing, he 
can do more than other trombonists 
whore really trying.”

Porkint and Kamuca converse.

How do they feel about playing 
baritone, alto, and clarinet?

PERKINS: “Yes, I enjoy playing 
baritone. I had a try at playing alto 
but, frankly, I can’t seem to cope 
with it too well. It’s a little difficult 
to play it in tune all the time. I 
haven’t played too much clarinet. 
Interested in it, though. It’s very 
difficult to keep up with all the in
struments. Now, bass clarinet inter
ests me much more than either alto 
or the B-fiat clarinet.”

KAMUCA: “Me, too. I get a kick 
out of playing baritone; find it very 
easy to play. It came very naturally 
to me, and I feel just as flexible, 
just as comfortable as I do on tenor. 
So far as alto is concerned, I find I 
have the same problem as Bill: it 
is more difficult to play in tune. 
See, the higher in pitch the instru- 

>, the harder it is to keep ment gets,
in tune. Like clarinet, for instance.

“Personally, the only two guys I 
felt could really speak out on the 
instrument were Lester Young and 
Benny Goodman. At that time—in 
the late '30s—I don’t think Lester 
could do anything wrong. I think 
Lester is an amazing person any
way. You just can’t say enough 
about him.”

On the subject of Young, Richie 
can wax eloquent.

“Prez never did get the recogni
tion due him in his time,” he asserts. 
“He never was given as much credit 
as Bird because the music and the 
people weren’t prepared for it at the 

time when Lester was saying so 
much that was new. And I firmly 
believe that because people didn’t 
accept Lester, that affected him 
deeply.

“To me this is clear because he 
tried to change his playing in the 
’40s, he tried to change his sound. 
His most fruitful years had really 
passed before anyone accepted him. 
It's obvious to me that this had a 
profound effect on him. With Bird, 
it was different. It just so happened 
that when he started to play in his 
new, radical way, both the music 
and people were ready for it.”

It's obvious that Perkins and Ka
muca see eye to eye on contempo
rary tenor players and their influ
ence on their colleagues.

PERKINS: “Sonny Rollins and 
John Coltrane are saying as much 
as anyone today. James Clay, too. 
It’s too bad that Clay had to go 
back home to Texas. I put Richie 
in that category because of his in
dividual voice. His whole approach 
lo his horn is unmistakable. Richie 
possesses the most original combina
tion of tonal quality and ideas of 
any tenor player around. In this re
spect, he’s ideal.

“As far as tone is concerned, Son
ny’s and Coltrane’s ways are rough. 
They play beautiful sounds, but 
they're not so much concerned with 
their sound as they are with letting 
their ideas come through. To me, 
tone is very important in a saxo
phone. Almost too important — 
it tends to limit my ideas.”

KAMUCA: “Well now, I think 
Bill can stop worrying about sound. 
His sound is natural. It’s not a 
problem to him. I’ve heard him get 
a beautiful sound on both B-flat 
clarinet and bass clarinet. In fact, 
Bill gets a wonderful sound on any 
instrument he plays. That’s really 
his forte. That and his sincerity. 
You need that. No matter how tal
ented you are, you’ve got to have 
that sincerity. Like Al Cohn and 
Coltrane. When they play jazz, 
there's no ulterior motive behind it. 
They’re not trying to do anything 
but play jazz. You see, when you

(Continued on Page 42)
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Lee Konitz
By Dom Cerulli
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■ Lee Komu is working on a 
sound. "In this stage of my play
ing,” he said. “I feel I’d like to be 
able to get a sound and become 
successful with that sound.

"We did some things in 1949 with 
the germ of an idea in them. But 
for some reason, we never really got 
together on it.

“Some months ago, in preparing 
for a record date, we had an en
semble sound with Billy (Bauer) 
playing a chord and me playing 
melody over and under the chord. 
We really want to try and formulate 
this sound and hold it.

“The person most aware of the 
approach this could take is Lennie 
(Tristano). He knows the need for 
playing melody.”

The 30-year-old alto man was dis
cussing his music m the basement 
of New York’s Half Note, where his 
group has found a home.

It went in originally lor three 
weeks and has been there 10. In 
California, Konitz noted, clubs have 
kept groups for six months or 
longer. A lot depends on dropping 
ads in the right place, he 
added, and if this is done 
properly, the customers 
will keep dropping in.

“Working with a small 
group is most satisfying 
for me,” he said. "The 
obvious reason is that you 
don’t have to play within 
arrangements.

“In a band, you’re 
obliged to play within short 
segments with specific 
backgrounds. I always felt 
less able to improvise than play with 
a strong time feeling. And there’s 
no chance to be subtle with a big 
band, unless you’re Lester Young 
with Basie’s band. -

"In a group, there is a pressure 
because of the constant creativity. 
But if the group is right, that helps. 
It’s very difficult to get four guvs to 
really play together. And it takes 
some time to get used to the balance 
in a room.

“I would like to add another 
horn. The closest so far is Don 
Ferrara. But I want to be able to 
experience the feeling of playing 
with what we have fully, before feel
ing the need of another instrument.” 

Lee started in music on clarinet 
at the age of 11. “In every article 
about me,” he said with a grin, 
“they always say that I started with 
a department-store offer of a clarinet 
and 200 lessons. But that's the way 
it happened.

“I played tenor for a few years, 
then I heard that Jerry Wald was 
looking for an alto player, and I

took up alto.
“J always felt that I wanted to be 
musician. I didn't know what

kind of musician I'd be. I enjoyed 
improvising, but I didn t know too 
much about what to do—until I 
met Lennie.”

Konitz met Lrnnie when he was 
young, and Tristano “laid out a 
direction for me. 1 don’t study with 
him today but not because I don't 
think I could learn something. It's 
just that I feel I’m at the point 
where I feel that in order for me to 
play, I have to experience my own 
capabilities and weight.”

Until he studied with Tristano, 
Konitz added, he had studied his 
instrument only mechanically. He 
said that Lennie then showed him 
a way to study it musically, and that 
this is the essential ingredient of 
Tristano’s teaching.

"He has a well-thought-out meth
od of teaching,” Lee said. “And he 
has a great insight into people’s 
feelings. He is able to touch deeply 
and make direct impressions.”

Although noted for his work with 

small gioups and the freedom of 
improvisation they afford. Konitz 
has worked with the big bands of 
Wald, Claude Thornhill, and Stan 
Kenton. Some of that experience 
has left its mark on his playing to
day.

“One thing I was made aware of,” 
he said, “is how difficult it is to 
improvise with the same amount of 
strength as playing a jazz line that 
isn’t improvised.

“When you play with a band, you 
fall into a set kind of playing. And 
you fall into that kind of sound. A 
lot of people today play the way 
they do because of that.

“Constant improvisation in a 
small group is difficult to sustain. 
It’s a great drain to improvise all 
evening. But it helps to have a 
group of musicians with a play-for- 
each-other kind of feeling. And it 
also helps to have some kind of 
framework to play in.

"The ultimate for me is to play 
tunes as they are. Play lines and 
then be able to pace the improvisa- 

lion. It happened some times will 
Lennie’s group, and it’s hap 
some times with this group ( g» 
guitar; Ed Levinson, drums, and* 
Peter Ind, bass).”

Some of the idea of achieving a 
sound came, Konitz said, from work, 
ing with Gerry Mulligan’s quartet

For the most part, Lee said, Hi 
current group is sounding like a 
band, “but we haven’t started look
ing for new material yet because we 
can still do so much work on what 
we’re using now.”

“1 think that to be a success in 
jazz, ’ he said, “you either have to 
be a brilliant improvisor or have a 
group as flexible as possible. Charlie 
Parker didn’t play 20 choruses on 
every tune. He did what he had 
to do in several choruses.

"1 want to take the group ap. 
proach and be as flexible in that as 
the framework will allow.”

Lee is now studying piano with 
Sal Mosca (“I iust dig piano. \nd 
1 feel it will help round me out 
musically, playing something other 
than a single-note instrument.”)

He has recorded for 
Verve a freely improvised 
work, with a string quartet 
and a rhy thm section, on 
themes by Bill Russo. (“I 
was satisfied with rhe re
sults. 1 was able to im
provise for 15 minutes 
with background figures.”)

Before he was deeply 
into his 20s, Konitz had 
won wide acclaim as a 
jazzman. “I don’t think I 
did enough at that time 

for all that attention,” he said, “but 
1 am getting more and more in
terested in music all the time.

“I feel that there is now enough 
substance in jazz to warrant a study 
of jazz and jazz technique, rather 
than to start with classical and have 
to unlearn all that.”

From Marshall Brown came a 
commentary on the role Konitz is 
assuming in jazz. Brown is the for
mer director of the Ixmg Island, 
N. Y., Farmingdale high school band 
that made such a favorable impres
sion at the last Newport Jazz 
festival. On his return from Europe 
after recruiting an international 
youth band for a jazz festival. Brown 
assessed some of the more than 500 
musicians he had auditioned.

“One significant thing I noticed.' 
Brown said, “was that the alto 
players were, almost without ex<e[> 
tion, influenced by Lee Konitz. It 
seemed to me to be out of prop«- 
tion to the amount, unfortunately, 
of influence he has been in dn* 
country.”
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Pee Wee Russell and Jimmy Giuffre together at the Seven Lively Arts The Sound of Jazz TV Show.

landmark for the clarinetist.
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I When Esoteric Records releases a 
stereophonic LP by Pee Wee Russell 
and his group later this month, it 
will mark some sort of a recording
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bass drum. Even so, the sound would 
sometimes make the needle jump.”

Russell recalled the days of paper 
records, some of which he cut with 
Don Voorhees and his orchestra.

“We did an experiment," he 
laughed. "The saxes faced a wall 
and played against it. We had to 
turn around to get the beat from 
Don. These records were slipped 
into newspapers or given away, but 
I don't think they were very suc
cessful.”

In all the years he’s been record
ing. through counties studios and 
with scores of bands and groups, 
Pee Wee’s distinctive, ,ubtle sound 
has been a highlight.

“I don't think a clarinet player 
should scream all the time,” he said. 
"It’s great to be able to do it when 
it's needed.

“But I think he should utilize the 
whole horn . . . the middle and the 
lower registers, too. An awful lot of 
fellows should do that. I don't say

(Bauer 
ms, and

For Charles Ellsworth Russell 
goes back to the days of acoustic 
recording.

"Back in the early '20s.” Pee Wee 
recalled, “we recorded into big 
horns. Each of us had a big horn 
with a rope on it, so we could pull it 
down to our level.

' I remembei once going through 
a take- without pulling down the 
rope and being puzzled that the 
clarinet didn’t come through at all. 
Miff Mole finally called it to my 
attention."

In the early days of electrical re
cording, Russell said, the drums 
gave technicians all kinds of trouble.

Dave Tough used to sit back 
about three lengths from the band. 
Wed all pile our overcoats on the

they couldn't, but from what I hear, 
I don’t think they do.

"If you give a change of pace once 
in a while, the public will realize 
that the clarinet isn’t a screaming, 
loud instrument."

As recorded sound has improved 
and broadened, Pee Wee’s often 
harsh, often whispering, always de
lightful claiinet has been captured 
with more and more realism. The 
subtleties which too often escape a 
listener at a club or concert now 
come through with a clarity which 
often startles his fans.

On the Esoteric date, Russell was 
recorded m stereo for LPs, thus 
spanning virtually all the eras of re
cording, including tape.

“Things have changed a lot since 
1 first started to play," Pee Wee said. 
“In those days, anything resembling 
jazz was considered more or less 
noise. But the leaders of country
chib orchestras and dance bands 
always wanted some jazz players in
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“We had a contract that called
for us to make two records a week

DOWN EEATI a

their bands, so they could slip in a 
hot solo or two on the public. 
Maybe they figured they’d educate 
them.

“That happens today, too. But 
things are shoved down our throats. 
If people hear some things on the 
radio, they think they must be good.

“But being young today has its 
advantages. There are so many dif
ferent types of music to listen to 
today. A youngster can take some
thing from here and something from 
there and mold it together with his 
own talent. There’s no reason why 
he shouldn't develop.

“And there’s so much more op
portunity for schooling. Way back 
there, we didn’t have those oppor
tunities. In smaller towns, the local 
teacher or the best musician in town 
were the ones who would give you 
lessons. There were recordings — if 
you were fortunate enough to hear 
them. But there were not as many 
different tvpes of music to listen to.”

Pee Wee was born in St. Louis, 
Mo., 52 years ago. He took his first 
lessons on clarinet there, and con
tinued his studies at Western Mili
tary academy and the University of 
Missouri.

Early in his professional life, he 
spent a year working in Mexico. He 
acquired his nickname “because I 
seemed to always be around a big 
bunch of bruisers. I got shoved 
around until 1 could take care of 
myself.’’

He played riverboats, barnstormed 
the west and midwest with various 
bands and groups, and although 
somehow generally connected with 
the Chicago scene. Russell will ad
mit, “I'm not from Chicago. 1 know 
where it is, though. It’s a big town 
about 300 miles north of St. Louis.''

He worked with Red Nichols for 
a long time, and it was Nichols who 
took him to New York.

“Talk about recording,” Pee Wee 
chuckled. “We'd make some things 
for one company, then go down the 
street to another studio and make 
the same things. We’d just change 
the name of the band and maybe 
mix up the order of the solos.”

Occasionally, the pressure of per
sonal appearances and recordings be
came too frantic for even the hardi
est musician. Russell elaborated:

"In New York, I was working with 
Paul Specht and playing tenor, alto, 
soprano sax, and bass clarinet. Char
lie Spivak was in that band Homer 
Green played trombone. Johnny 
Morris was on drums, and Bob 
Chester was there, too.

We made them about 8:30 in the 
morning.

“We also doubled vaudeville lor 
16 weeks. And that meant all over 
the city. On top of everything, we 
did a daily broadcast from the 
Palais Royal at noon.

“In those days, we were through 
at about 1 or 1:30 a.m. and had to 
be up about 7 the next morning. I 
don’t see how any of us survived.

“Once, during one of Specht’s 
stage things, we did a thing called 
Scenes from the South. One of the 
songs was Carry Me Rack to Old 
I'irginny. I’ll never forget this if I 
live to be 800.

“We had been running from 
place to place . . . you know, play 
jour things, put your horn under 
your coat, and run for a cab

“My clarinet octave key pad must 
have become loosened or something, 
because we were doing a section 
specialty on this song when the pad 
fell out. It started to roll around 
slowly, just inside the light from the 
spotlight. I jumped a 10th, and 
kept looking at that fool thing rol
ling around in the light. Some of 
the men on the band saw what was 
happening, and thev either laughed 

out loud or snickered.
“Nobody was playing tneloch 

Two of the horns were placing h<u 
mony, and I'm not sure what I w», 
playing. Anyway. Specht didn’t 
come m for two days, but when bt 
did, 1 got it from him—and good.

“So, I thought to myself, aj a 
pretty fresh kid will do. TH have 
my revenge.’ And I borrowed a 
couple of clarinets from < harlir 
McLean, who was working in the 
pit at the Capitol theater.

“We were going to make a record, 
and when I arrived, I set up four 
clarinets, in addition to my alto and 
all the rest. When it was time to get 
started, I kept picking up clarinets 
and playing a little, then saying, 
‘No, that’s not quite right.’

“I kept this up until Specht 
caught on and chased me out of tht 
studio. Later on, he sent some oi 
the boys out to a saloon on the cor
ner, and they brought me back.”

Experiences of this sort seem to be 
Russell’s lot Writer Charles Edward 
Smith in a chapter on Pee Wee in 
The Jazz Makers tejls how a rumor 
hit Plunkett’s bar that Russell had 
died. During the mourning session 
at the bar. Pee Wee walked in. Th? 
money the mourners had chipped in 
for flowers was spent right there to 
honor his “homecoming.”

Russell keeps abreast of what it 
current in jazz. ‘Til walk to the 
Bronx to hear an oboe player I 
like,” he said seriously. “I’ll listen 
to anything new. I don’t know if 
I'll understand it or like it. But I'll 
listen to anything . . . except honk
ing. Please put that in headlines.

“In my own playing, I try to do 
what I like to do. t imagine it's the 
same with many of the musicians 
today.”

Pee Wee has been working with 
Rubi Braff’s octet and sextet With 
Braff (who says simply, “Pee Wet is 
the greatest there is”) Russell has 
recorded several LPs, notably the 
Braff Salute to Runny Rerigan on 
RCA Victor.

With Braff's group. Pee Wee ap
peared at the Newport Jazz festival 
last year His work there, which wa» 
greeted with warm, enthusiastic re
sponse, was captured on one of the 
Verve Newport LPs.

Despite a string of records that go 
back some 30 years, he is still search 
ing for something new.

With an almost conspiratorial air, 
he confided that he was “fooling 
around with an alto again.”

“Of course,” he grinned, “it 
sounds like it has a fever. But 1 
think that it will be valuable tn tl* 
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group. It would make the horn
more flexible. I think.”
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By Harry Frost

| The small and select group of individuals who 
specialize in jazz composition and arranging constitute 
one of the most exclusive fraternities in music.

The names of Manny Albarn, Tadd Dameron, Bill 
Holman, Quincy Jones, Marty Paich, and Ernie 
Wilkins occur immediately, and there are others well 
known in the field, but the list is not a very long one.

The blowing musicians outnumber the writing 
musicians by far- Most arrangers have an adequate 
degree of facility on one instrument or another, but 
the number of those who excel as writers and in
strumentalists is very few.

Benny Golson is one of these few.
The name Golson has been appearing more and 

more frequently on jazz I.Ps—sometimes as composer, 
sometimes as tenor saxophonist, and often as both. 
Recognition has come rapidly to him in the last year, 
yet there was nothing sudden about his arrival. Benny 
did not somersault into prominence.

With quiet determination. Benny has been building 
a music career since the mid-40s when he was captivated 
by the Dizzy Gillespie record of Our Delight. This was 
Tadd Dameron’s composition, and Benny points to 
Tadd as his first and most important influence.

Golson was a Philadelphia youngster of 17 when 
the doctrines of Dameronia began to impress him. 
"Tadd’s music really ignited the spark for me,’’ he 
said. “After hearing things like Our Delight and Lady 
Bird. I had more of a definite goal. I wanted to do 
more than play tenor sax. I wanted to write.” At 28, 
Benny Golsnn was playing and writing for the Dizzy 
Gillespie band.

It was in 1947, while attending Howard university 
in Washington, D. C., that Benny began composing.

“I was prompted to write an arrangement on Idaho 
for the band they had at school—it was about a 16-piece 
band,' he said. “1 was very nervous when the band 
was rehearsing it because it was the first thing I’d ever

BENNY
GOLSON

written in my life. When they started to play, I tried 
to follow them on the score, but it sounded so much 
better that I thought it would that 1 didn’t try to 
follow the arrangement. I just listened. And after 
that. I began to write, write, write.”

Among the things he wrote during his college days 
is a jazz waltz, Waltz Fantasy. It’s a beautiful example 
ol his gravitation toward the Dameron style Un
fortunately, it hasn’t been recorded.

When Golson completed his schooling in 1950, he 
found that his only opportunity to work was with 
rhythm-and-blues groups. This turned out to be a 
blessing in disguise, for in 1951 when he joined Bull
moose Jackson’s band, he found that it contained a 
pianist named Tadd Dameron- This was almost too 
good to be true.

With Dameron around, Jackson’s group was more 
than just another r&b band. Bullmoose was using 
such Dameron arrangements as Casbah and Sid’s De
light, and Benny and Tadd were becoming good 
friends. Soon Benny was inspired to write something 
in dedication to Tadd.

“I didn’t title it,” Golson said, “because I didn't 
know if Tadd would approve. After the band played it 
a couple of times, Tadd said he liked it. Then I told 
him that I'd written it fot him and asked him if it 
would be allright to call it Shades of Dameron. He 
was pleased, and so wras I.”

Tadd had an l.P date coming up in August, 1952, 
and along with his own compositions he planned to use 
a couple of Benny’s things. The two were acquainted 
with a trumpet player from Wilmington, Delaware, 
who never had been given a break on records. He was 
called Brownie. They felt he had a great future and 
wanted to feature him on the LP. The session didn't 
take place.

Almost a year passed. Then in June. 1953, the session 
came about for Prestige. The young trumpeter from 
Wilmington was there—marking Clifford Brown’s sec
ond appearance on a jazz recording date.

Dameron kept the group together after the recording 
date, and they worked part of the summer in Atlantic 
City, N. J. Because Brownie and Benny were of the 
same mild temperament and because their music aims 
were so much alike, they became close hiends. When 
Tadd’s group broke up in the summer of 1953, Golson 
and Brown joined Lionel Hampton’s band, which in
cluded Quincy Jones and Gigi Gryce.

After their Hampton tenure, Benny's and Brownie’s 
paths didn’t cross very often, but their close friend
ship remained. Blown became associated with Art 
Blakey and then with Max Roach until he died in a
June, 1956. automobile crash.

From 1954 to 1956, Golson was quite active. He was
(Continued on Page 41)
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ON AND OFF THE BEAT: 
While major studio production is 
hung up by the musicians’ strike 
against the movie makers, probably 
the most important filmusical under
taking, Sam Goldwyn’s version of 
Porgy and Bess, is underway with 
AFM blessing.

When the klieg lights go on again, 
and Porgy gets under way, here’s hove’ 
the cast will line up. Sidney Poitier 
and Dorothy Dandridge will play 
the title roles: Sammy Davis Jr. will 

be seen in the 
part of Sportin’ 

fw Life; Broadway
actor-bass bari

O tone Bioc Peters
h ca*1 in Crown’s 

u j role; mezzo-so
r il C prano Inez Mat

* 1 thews will sing
V*JI _ the part of Ser

ena. Pearl Bailey
V* and Diahann Car

roll also are cast. 
Diahann will be in the role of Clara, 
who sings Summertime at the opera’s 
outset.

As previously reported in this 
space, Andre Previn will supervise 
the music and, we assume, will adapt 
the underscore to the $5,000,000 
film’s scope. In addition, 1956 Oscar- 
winning Ken Darby is signed for the 
all-important post of vocal director.

An interesting sidelight on the 
casting of Poitier in the lead is that, 
when first approached, the actor re
fused the part on grounds that the 
opera did no credit to the Negro 
people. When assured by Goldwyn 
that the subject matter would be 
treated with utmost care and would 
portray Negroes in a dignified man
ner. Poitier changed his mind. To 
those of us who long have felt Porgy 
to be essentially bigoted in its 
characterizations, this “cleanup” 
comes as somewhat of an eyebrow
raiser.

In his underscore for Universal
International's Orson Welles film. 
Touch of Evil, composer Henry 
Mancini cleffed what he terms “a 
jazz-type score . . . sort of Afro- 
Cuban jazz” written with total ex
clusion of strings and woodwinds.

Added to the studio orchestra for 
the livelier sequences were jazzmen 
Pete Candoli, trumpet; Plas John-
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iy John Tynan

son. tenor; Dave Pell, baritone; Red 
Norvo. vibes; Ray Sherman, piano; 
Rollie Bundock, bass, and Mike 
Pachece and Jack Costanzo, bongos 
and congas.

Alex North, on his RCA Victor 
album. North of Hollywood; “These 
are my own arrangements, of course, 
scaled down from the large studio 
orchestra. I just rearranged the film 
music for 14 pieces. Yes, everything 
is wiitten; no ad lib blowing at all. 
Why? Well. I always work that way.

“Is it jazz? 1 d call it a stylized jazz 
album. Actually, this is the style 
I’ve been trying to write into serious, 
extended form for the past 20 years 
in motion pictures.

“The sidemen? Can’t remember 
’em all, but some on the album are 
Shelly Manne. Andre Presin (he 
played all the piano except for one

radio and tv

■ Benny Goodman’s Swing Into 
Spring special on NBC last month 
was undoubtedly the best popular- 
music show I’ve seen on TV this 
season.

T don't know anything about 
Charles Dubin, the man listed in the 
credits as the producer-director of 
the show, but I accord him the ut
most respect, anonymously, and from

afar.

The show was 
put together al
most precisely 
the way I believe 
a musical TV 
show ought to be 
put together. I 
suppose I was as 
pleased at watch
ing the work of

somtljody whose ideas coincide with 
mine as 1 was with the content of 
the show itself.

With a cast consisting of Good
man. Ella Fitzgerald, Harry James, 
Jo Stafford. Ray Eberle. Red Norvo, 
Teddy Wilson, the McGuire sisters, 
and a collection of sidemen from 
several Goodman eras, Dubin had 
the good sense to keep them all busy 
at one task: making beautiful music 

small section), Joe Mondragon, Com 
rad Gozzo, Mannie Klein, Pete Cam 
doli, Ray Linn. Lloyd Ulyate. 
George Roberts, Davey Pell, ¿nj 
Skeets Herfurt. Oh yes, Alvin Stoller 
played on the second date. The 
music is taken from various scoro 
of mine: Streetcar, Hot Spell, 
Tattoo, Member of the Wedding, 
and so on.’’

it?
SHORT TAKES: Cast as a war

lock (that’s a male witch) in Colum
bia’s Bell, Book, and Candle, Jack 
Lemmon does a torrid bongo bit 
with the fratelli Candoli. Jack’s first 
piano album will be out soon on 
Epic .. . Shelly Manne and His Men 
will ad lib a jazz underscore tor a 
feature-length picture produced bi 
an independent company. This will 
be the first time for such an under
taking in this country . . . The tadiu 
commercials for the first Cinemirade 
movie, Wind ¡a miner, (music by 
Morton Gould, incidentally,) break 
us up. Unctuous announcers are 
describing the Hick as . . wall-to- 
wall entertainment.”
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  By Will Jon«
• There was very little nonsense. 

Goodman had to read a couple of 
lines, and so did the McGuire sisten. 
Aside from that, it was a strict^ 
musical musical.

Host Dave Garroway’s in-between I 
comments about the music of tht 
swing era were brief and unob 
trusive. Transitional devices such
as a couple in a car necking to 

’ Miller arrangements

kia 
to 
un> 
tht 
uo 
mu 
kia

Dorsey and _
were clever, pointed, and never in 
the way.

Garroway was the old, music 
loving Garroway and didn’t get i 
bit wide-wide-worldly until the very 
end, when he closed with some it 
marks of the this-music-may-bc-oi0-1 
greatest-exporl variety. He and .he 
writer had been so well-behaved up 
to that moment, however, I had iW j 
feeling they had earned that lit» 
escape from restraint.

Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander I 
and a few other dancers were d 
hand to do swing-era dances—a kuwj 
of middle-aged citizens’ J men'«'I 
Bandstand. Their nostalgic dispb’l 
caused my wife to exclaim, "They’rel 
dancing the vs as people dance!’’ I

There was a reunion flavor to t&l 
(Continued on Page 36)
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By Leonard Feather
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Germany, wants to establish a
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jazz association that had 
things to do and DID them, and
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g If you had a million dollars to 
promote jazz, how would you spend 
it?

Hundreds of readers who answered 
this question, in their eagerness to 
wishful-think to their hearts’ con
tent, overstepped the prescribed 
maximum of 50 words. 1 sympathize. 
The young woman who won the 
Crize, and whose answer is contained 

ere. was among the many who ran 
on at length in replying to this ques
tion. (No answers of fewer than 50 
word-, were prizeworthy anyhow.)

What varied daydreams these our 
reader dream!

One man, in Detroit, wants to “do 
something to encourage a shot in the 
arm to player piano sales." Another, 
an economics student in Hamburg,
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V reader in Pi ague, Czechoslova
kia, is worried about problems closer 
to home: “The last real U.S. jazz 
unit in Czechoslovakia was Bob Cli- 
thero’s U.S. army group in 1945. I 
would buy jazz concerts with U.S. 
musicians for us here in Czechoslova
kia.”

Combo leader Reese Markewich 
would “establish a rural community 
tor jazz musicians and their fam
ilies.

By and large, the desires of the re
spondents fell into a handful of main 
categories. The heaviest volume of 
mail dealt with the paucity of tele
vision jazz, about which no less than 
34 percent wanted to do something.

Education, workshops, scholar
ships, and the like were mentioned 
by 29 percent, radio by 23 percent, 
the promotion of festivals and con
certs by 20 percent. About 12 per
cent would like to open up new and 
different jazz clubs; 9 percent want 
to start some association and/or 
foundation; 7 percent would help 
send jazz abroad, and another 7 per
cent would produce records (several 
mentioned expository LPs a la 
Leonard Bernstein).

About 6 percent were concerned 
with some form of philanthropy to 
help old or demode or just plain un
employed musicians. (“I’d like to 
••elp those who were once esteemed 
but whom the public now considers 
dated.’ wrote Gert Briselius of Mal 
moe, .Sweden. “Their way of playing 

must not lie deemed worthless just 
betause new stars are coming up.”)

Among the many TV suggestions 
was this from Jonathan Yardley of 
Chapel Hill, N.C.: “I would grab the 
9 to 9:30 spot on CBS-TV Sunday 
evenings, put the Duke on as emcee, 
and give every talented and in
terested jazz musician a chance . . . 
It seems, despite all the LPs, jazz is 
suffering from underexposure '

Phil Palmer of Mill Valley, Calif., 
has other ideas: “1 would stock all 
the library record-rental shelves in 
the U.S. with the finest, most gen
uine, exciting jazz attainable . . .1 
would give scholarships to talented 
teenage or older jazz students. 1 
would see to it that those who resist 
jazz or are unfamiliar with it would 
become acquainted with it in their 
homes via radio and TV on the local 
level.”

One restless west coaster, Clint 
Hopson of Downey, Calif., would do 
three things:

“1. Bring a concert ol the east 
coast greats to the Holly wood bowl, 
a la Newport, to prove to the western 
dilettantes that jazz doesn't have to 
be 'cute' all the time and to prove 
that the west toasters with a few ex
ceptions are standing still 2. Com
mission Duke Ellington to sit down 
with Billy Strayhorn and spend 
enough time to write the great work 
for jazz in extended form—they are 
the only ones who could do it. 3. 
Sponsor a campaign to cut the enter
tainment tax. so that more jazz artists 
could appear in more places so that 
more people would go out and see 
them so that the saloons could stay 
open so that more jazz musicians 
could get jobs so that ... ad in
finitum. ’

A delightful mixture of whimsy 
and practical common sense ran 
through the reply by Patricia A. 
Samson. Box 343. Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Because all her answers were on 
this consistently intelligent and witty 
level, she is the recipient of the six 
free LPs offered as a prize for the 
best entry in this “20 Questions” sur
vey.

If Miss Samson’s prize had been a 

here’s what might have happened:
I would try to elect Jack Tracy 

President of the United States. 1 
would buv 90 minutes ot network 

TV time Sunday nights, 52 nights 
of the year, and run the show my
self: no pop singers, no records 
plugged, no gimmicks permitted, no 
fancy sets, no dancers . . . just the 
men and their horns.

“I would set up three connected 
jazz colleges in the east, midwest and 
west, with rotating jazz artist facul
ties three quarters of the year, and 
summer quarters at each of the col
leges there would be an all-out ball, 
with festivals, seminars, jam sessions.

“I’d set up a jazz Johnson office to 
guide Hollywood and stamp a seal of 
approval on worthy films utilizing 
jazz (Sweet Smell of Success) or 
stamp as condemned those films that 
muck up reality (that Glenn Miller 

to have a legal department to initiate 
libel suits against national magazines 
and newspapers whose editors are as 
well equipped to write about jazz as 
I am to discuss the care and feeding 
of Tibetan goats.

“I’d allot big chunks of money to 
Ereserve the Voice of America jazz 

roadcasts; I’d have a jazz lobby in 
Washington. (I don't know what it 
would do, but I think it should be 
there.) I’d set up a dues-paying, 
legitimate national association of 
jazzmen and jazz (I don’t like the 
word but I’ll use it) fans, in which 
all memberships would have to be 
passed on by an executive panel 
(perhaps by an inspection of rec- 

through which central voice all of 
us could express ourselves . . Well, 
if 1 had a million dollars. I’d set 
one up in a big hurry.”

Hate to tell you. Miss Samson, but 
your funds ran out almost two para
graphs ago. Would you care to try 
for a second million?

Chicago — Northwestern uni
versity disc jockey Sam Levene 
remembers this episode:

At a Duke Ellington band 
concert at the university, a uni
versity staff member approached 
Ellington after the concert. 
‘‘Well, is there anything else we 
can do for you, Mr. Calloway?” 
he asked

According to Levene, Elling-
ton blinked once, glanced in-
comparably at the questioner,
and slowly walked away.



MONK MONTGOMERY

on World Pacific Records
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The MASTERSOUNDS perform the entire score 
from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s wonderful 
Broadway triumph, “THE KING AND I." A 
moody and delicate musical visit to a far off 
land. In breath-taking new Strobophonic 
Hi-Fidelity!
I Have Dreamed, The Puzzlement; Sometkiq 
Wanderful; Getting Te Knew Yau: Nelle Yee^ 
Levers; We Kiss In The Shadows; Whistle A 
Nappy Tune, My Lord And Master, etc.
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WORLDPACIFIC PJtMAJ
A sparkling showcase for a marvelous ne« 
group!... with Monk Montgomery playing the 
Fender Precision Bass. Listen especially te 
his work on “Spring Is Here.”
Lever; Un Pace Luc«; Water's Edge; Onus 
Tunt; Dexter's Deck,- Wes’ Tune; Spring Is 
Here; If I Should Lose Yuu; The Queen Aad I; 
That Old Oevil Mean.

' More and more fine bassists an
discovering the remarkable playing qualities and versatility of the 

Fender Precision Bass. Hear it on record; try it at your leading music dealer.
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DAVID ALLEN

After a long absence from the scene Allen 
(farmc-th Allyn, when he was doing some 
«uiu. remarkable singing with Bovd Rae 
bom's band) is back with a colled ion of 
tody songs by Jerome kern, A Sure Thing 
Wcrld Pacific W PM-108). Pegged at $2.98 
• tie tn with Allen's appearance .April 20 
a Steve Allen's NBC- IV show, the set is 
Mtainlv the best value for money on the 
■arket today.

Allen’s voice has a natural gutty timbre, 
aid his phrasing and breathing are every 
mt as phenomenal now as back in the 40s. 
I particularly liked him on The Folks H ho 
Ini on the Hill and the title tune. Also 
■n the set are excellent versions of Dearly 
Moved; I’m Old-Fashioned, Lovely to look 
It: The Hay You I ook Tonight: Long Ago 
mil Far Away, I’ve Told Every Little Star; 
ill in Fun, and In Love in Tam.

Johnny Mandel's backgrounds are sensi
tive and effective. But it is Allen’s LP from 
Note I. As I write this on the same day 
I leceived the record, it is spinning for al 
least the seventh time on my turntable. 
Welcome back to a fine musician. (D.C.)

o THE BARBER OF SEVILLE

Rossini’s opera receives its third complete 
LPversion (actually, it's at least the fourth, 
but the old Cetra long has been gone from 
the catalog, with baritone I ito Gobbi in 
the title role- on Angel 3559 C/L (available 
single as Angel LPs 35465-6-7).

Maria Meneghini Callas sings Rosina. 
Luigi Alva is Count Almaviva. Nicola /ac 
aria is Dun Basilio and Fritz Ollendorf is 
hi. Baitolo, Alceo Galliera conducts the 
Philharmonic orchestra and chorus.

The work itself is light, lively and mel
odious; a fine starling point for ancone 
<eking to develop an interest in opeia. 
Ihe performances here are generally good, 
although Gobbi seems to have lost a touch 
of his crackle as Figaro. I o my taste, 
though, he is still head and shoulders above 
othet Barbers. Alva is a fine Count, al
though a bit stiff in the corned* portions 
allotted to him in Acts I and 2. His lyric 
*ork is light and ringing.

Miss Callas is excellent as Rosina. and 
her voice here has none of the earlv cold- 
new which occasionally marks her perform
ances. /act a rias Basilio is good. but Ive 
vanl Ij» Cahmnia done with more thun 

der. Ollendorf is properly befuddled as 
Bartolo.

Orchestral and choral work are fine, but 
•hr whole opera is paced a bit leisurely. 
Reioidt-d sound is superior. On the whole.

The usually explosive Davis undertakes 
a ballad venture in Mood to Be Wooed 
(Decca DL 8676). Assisted solely by Mun
dell Lowe's tasteful guitar backgrounds, 
Davis overtomes certain technical limita
tions to pie-ient an effective 12-tune set.

Included are H hat Is There to Say?; 
Love Me, I Could Have Told You; For All 
Hr Know; / Get Along Without }ou I'ery 
Well; This love of Mme, and six others. 
V constantly growing entertainer. Davis 
here indicates considerable potential as a 
balladeer. with Sinatra as his obvious guide. 
There is a consistent warmth to Davis’ ef
forts hen- that makes (his LP a comfort to 
hear in this age of the horde of attacking 
singers. (D.G.)

In lue femme Kern Songbook ((.oral 
CR1. 57192), Miss Madigan presents a 
splendid airay of tunes bv that composer. 
Backed by Dick Jacobs studio orchestra she 
offers straightforward presentations of a 
dozen kern gems, including They Didn't 
Believe Me; The Song Is You; I llon’r 
Dance: A Fine Romance; The last Time 
I Saw Palis; I’m Old-Fashioned; long Ago 
and Far Airay, and All Through the Day.

Miss Madigan, it seems to me. manifests 
the better characteristics of the suppei-club 
singer breed. She emphasizes the material 
at hand .ind doe« so admirably here, with
out pretentious oversinging or gimmicks. 
And, in listening to unadulterated kern. 
I m convinced that Paris is one of the love
liest tunes in existence. (D.G.)

The King and I (World Pacific, Pacific 
Jazz Series PJM-405) is a quite captivating 
jazz-tinged mood interpretation of Oscar 
Hammerstein's music for the Broadway 
show and motion picture. The Master
sounds' second LP album, il should ride 
the crest of current popular taste for un
usual treatments of such music.

Monk Montgomery, electric bass; Buddy 
Montgomery, vibes; Richie Crabtree piano, 
and Benny Bai th, drums, treat such songs 
as Getting to Know You; Dance of the 
Siamese Children, and lie Kiss in the 
Shadows with restraint and taste. Both 
sides open with medleys of five of the al
bum's II songs, setting from the start an 

unobtrusne lone.
Tonal comparison with the Modern Jazz 

Quartet is perhaps inevitable, nol only be
cause of the similar instrumentation but 
by reason of Buddy Montgomery's Bags-like 
vibes style. Such comparison, however, is 
superficial because of this group's wholly 

club repertoire For most readers, this 
may well be sufficient recommendation. 
For those who are not familiar with Sahl's 
penetiating approach to life and his it's- 
only-a-paper-gestalt type of motivation, 
this is a splendid introduction to one of 
our time's most significant humorists.

Apparently recorded at the Hungry i in 
San Francisco, this is a fine sampling of 
Sahl's prowess as an analyst of world 
affairs and various contemporary phenom 
ena. Fie doesn’t sing or play an instru
ment he simply talks and talks and talks, 
in a steady, but enlightening, stream.

James Joyce would have dug Sahl. I 
hope that Norman Granz digs him enough 
to Issue a second volume. (D.G.)

Customers who measure value received 
by the number of tracks in an album 
surely will find a bargain in This is 
Sinatra, Volume 1 (Capitol W 982). 
Crammed into this lecap of the Thin 
Singer’s single releases are no fewer than 
16 songs, all with accompaniment by the 
Nelson Riddle orchestra.

Inasmuch as all these songs were re
corded with an eye to the pop single 
market, this potpourri lacks the distinction 
of some of Sinatra’s other packages. Nine 
of the lunes originally were released by 
Capitol; the remaining seven are remakes 
of songs cut bv the singer in his Columbia 
days.

While the set is composed niainh of 
ballads. Riddle’s studio men get to swing 
on a few tunes with consequent tasteful 
muted trumpet breaks by Harry Edison. 
The songs Sinatra sang on Columbia singles 
were freshly scored by Riddle 
album.

This newest addition to the 
ever-growing catalog should be a 
for Sinatraddicts who didn't run 
buy the singles. (J.A.T.)
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Art Blakey
A NIGHT IN TUNISIA—Vik LX-111S: A 

Night -a Tunisia Of the Holl; Theory of Art; 
Couldn’t It Be YouP; Evant.

Personnel: Blakey, drums; Bit. Hardman, 
trumpet; John Griffin, tenor; Jeckio McLean, 
olio: Jimmy DeBrest buss; San- Dockery, piano.

The Messengers, hitting hard and clean 
again, paced by Blakey at the drum».

The title track is a long (nearly 13 
minutes) rhythmic probing oi Dizzy's 
tune, with opening and closing rhythmic 
passages featuring everyone in the group 
playing a variety of rhythm instruments.

The remainder of the set, except for 
McLean's Couldn’t It Bt You!, a medium 
ballad, is all swinging Messenger. Griffin's 
work is impressive, as is the trumpeting of
Hardman. McLean blows hot and 
Dockery shows Hashes of promise.

The up tunes are loose heads, 
solos strung out and the proceedings 
[relied by Blakey. (D.C.)

Wile- Davi»
RELAXIN'-Prestige 7129: If I Were a 

You’re My Everything; I Could Write a 
Oleo; It Could Haffen to Yon; II tody’n 1

Personnel: Davis, trumpet, John Coltrane, 
teno ; Red Garland, piano, Paul Chambera, baaa; 
Philly Joe Jones, drums

Rating

After all that walkin’ and cookin', it's 
time for Miles and men to relax. That’s 
what they do here. Thu is an informal, 
one take-a-tune session, complete with asides 
from Miles to Prestige's Bob Weinstock 
and a false start on Everything.

Miles plays muted horn on all but 
If oudy'n here. He plays with his custom
ary delicate, intricate impact. Chambers is 
superb. Garland plays effectively in sup
port and solos authoritatively. Jones, less 
oppressive here than in past conquests, 
contributes inspirationally, too. The ma
terial is of interest, with the standards par
ticularly well handled. Its pleasant to hear 
a co-ordinated jazz group approach such 
tunes.

There is a hesitancy and lack of melodic 
content in Coltrane's playing at times here 
that hampers his effectiveness for me and 
lowers the rating of the LP. This is par
ticularly true on the first two tracks, on 
which his solos seem to me to lx* rather 
aimless and somewhat strident. However, 
he is quite fluent on Oleo and Book His 
eilorts, throughout the LP, lack a con
sistent quality.

In general, however, this is an attractive 
set. And when all the meml>ers of the 
quintet are inspired, as on Book and Oleo, 
it is a valuable demonstration of conceptu
al prowess.

ira Gitler's notes are frank and informa 
tive. (D.G.)

Duke Ellington
HI-FI ELLINGTON UPTOWN—Columbia CL 

8-0 Shin Deef; The Mooche; Take the "A" 

tortai; Louie Bellaon drums. Wendell MenM,

Rating:

ELL'NGTON INDIGOS — Columbia CL MM, 
Solitude. Where ar When; Mood Indigo; tue* 
Leaver; The Shy Fell Down; Prelude to a tui- 
Willow, Weep for Me; Tenderly; Darning « 
Dark.

Personnel: Ellington, pieno; Andersen, lern 
Cook, Nonce Harold Baker trumpets; J asks* 
Woodmen. John Senders, trumbuees, Camry, 
Proeope. Hamilton, Gonaelvee, Johnny HoSan* 
aooJa , Caaa UJaAria-*■>A drunaa a liaaaau U A L. . .

Hal mg-

The Hi-Fi Ellington Uptown LP ha 
Ixtn reviewed before, but with Duke. 
Tone Parallel to Harletn instead of Cm- 
troverual Suite. The latter work was sub 
stituted for the rather pretent iota 
Parallel, and the repackaged set was slipped 
into the market without any fanfare In 
Columbia . . . and certainly without am 
warning.

1 he rating is for the Controversial Suite, 
a longish work in two sections: Before 
My Time and Later. I he first section is a 
spoof, often needle-sharp, of Dixieland 
and the mold of standards existing in the 
traditional. Perhaps Duke ts lebutting tht 
jazz-came-up-thc-river concept again.

Latei comes on with Duke’s music, paad 
by a metronomic clicking, as it to imda 
line that time is lunning out. Each move
ment grows in Jnterest with repeated 
playings.

The rest of the IP is first rate if you cm 
take Bellson's hi-fi solo its full length m 
Skin Deep. The Mooche is exquisite, 
Perdido is good; and “A“ Train, with 
Betty Roche’s hip vocal, is a delight up ta 
the tenor solo.

Ellington Indigos is virtually a dance 
set. Duke mixes some of his tunes with 
some standards bv other composers and 
plays them with the emphasis on shads 
of color. .

He has Solitude pretty much to him 
self; Gonsalves' breaths tenor has a show
piece on If here or When; then Bake 
(muted) takes over Mood Indigo, and tha 
shouldn't be missed. Shorts pops up win 
his lovely open hotn on Willow, which 
also spot» Duke and Hodges. Nance it 
heard on violin on Autumn Leaves, tin 
spotting an overblown vocal by (tab 
Bailey, and on trumpet on Duke’s luad 
some The Sky Fell Down.

No collection of F.llington would bt 
complete without a spot for Carney, and 
he is heard, too briefly, on Dancing in At 
Dark; while Hamilton's clarinet ba 
Tenderly right through. This could hni, 
back dancing ... or at least dance» 
(D.C.)

Firehoiw Five Plus Two
FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO GOES TO 

SEA—Good Tune Jazz L-12028: By the te^t 
/■/ See; II hen My Drrombuat Comet Heat; 
Miaaie the Mermaid, Over the Haven s Maa 
in the Moonlight; On tht Good Shi; LollyHi 
Ptiiit: Asltef in the Dee» She Mn« hr' 
Sailor’s Sweetheart; Between 'he Devil and la 
bee» Blue Sea; Red Soils in the Sunset; Anthea 
A weigh. ___

Personnel: Ward Kimball, trombone; Ussst 
Mguire, trumpet; George Probert, soprano a» 
Frank Thomas, piano; Dick Roberts, '••»V 
Ralph Ball (Tracks 3. 6. 7), George Hr*

Old
Mm 
a>to 
dom 
Wai



(12-252)(12-246) WILBUR WAREqark TERRY

the finest new jazz is on

Two smash hits I

creative giant*

mon (12-247)

ABBIA LINCOLN

Great new jazz voice.
OICK JOHNSON (12-253)

with Rollins, Dorham

(12-251)

May 15. 1958

ABBEY
UNCOLN

MULLIGAN

Meats MONK

Duke with a Difference: Ellington's trumpet star leads 
a unique tribute to his boss—with great blowing by 
Johnny Hodges, Gonsalves, Terry.

The Chicago Sound. The remarkable bassist in his first 
LP as leader, with a home-town gang featuring the 
sensational Johnny Griffin.
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Most Likely ... meaning that this most swinging young 
aHo player is most likely to make a quick leap to star
dom. With driving support by Dave McKenna, Wilbur 
Ware, Philly Joe Jones.
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is magnificent
She seems wholly free, «oaring and

SONNY ROLLINS

SAXOPHON! COLOSSUS 7079

7075

MOVIN' OUT TOSS

TENOR MADNESS
Ella Fiti«erald-Duke Ellington

7U3B

70»

lament of disillusioned,WORKTIME 70JC

MAY RELEASES

7133

7134

7135

and pressing attack.
fineromantic,

Ella and the full band

Johnny Hamlin Quintet
and

The
Donald Humernik, drums.

Ella scatting with the full band Harlem
fine advantage the soloshows

startling attack the first note

JAZZ

bailee

DOWN BEAT

den, 
flute

. All Heart is warmly 
showcase fot Bakeri

THELONIOUS MONK ANO 
SONNY ROLLINS

STITT'S BITS 
Sonny Stitt Quartet

SONNY ROLLINS WITH THE 
MODERN tAZZ QUARTET

SONNY ROLLINS PLUS FOUR 
wilti Clifford Brown

tommy Flanagan overseas 
Tommy Flanagc» Trio

TRIPLI EXPOSURE 
Hat McKuti k Quinta’

album, finds

of the third record Peterson, Ellis,

trumpets of Nance and Terry. Hodges'

Nance. The trumpet «ection in this

THE BIG SOUND—Gene Ammoni All Stai» 7132 
witli Coltrati«, Richardson, Quintetti«, Adami

Her upward gUg 
chorus is -licer dm

12" HI FI—44 93 al yaur dealer or 
Prepaid from Predige Record» 

Sand far Free Catalog

woman with the complacent coyness of a 
affected college girl.

Purporting as it does to limn in j* 
Ella's character, the fout part Portrait । 
an engagingly exhubcrant vehicle far 
soloists Gonsalves, Baker, Hamilton, Tern 
and trombonist John Sanders. Duke an 
Strayhorn verbally introduce each pm»

The first movement, Royal Ancestry, s 
appropriately up-tempoed and royaUr 
sweeping, demonstrating the band's pour

high points 
many and

light.
In her tracks with the combo, Fib । 

heard in admirable contrast to the b 
band sides. Webster and Smith soloK 
their highly singular manner with Bq 
take-off on Rocks the climax of the may 
Stull is angular, probing and strong |j 
his solo on I Let a Song. The «low-w^. 
ing Squeeze Me is individualized 
unison blend among Ella, Stuff, and Bq.

The only weak point in the package fe 
Ella’s rendition of Lush Life. Entity 
too romantic, she overdramatizes oordsK 
the wrong places and fails completely g 
communicate the world weariness of StMf 
horn s lyric. Ella sings this sophistia^

limpid, soaring alto is 
airings; notable, though,

HERE
Gren/ 
+he f

Hamlin's vari-textured quintet (its 'lie* 
bers handle more than a dozen uut» 
ments) brings a little pep and swing B 
some hne standards and originals.

Although the free-booting drive of At 
small group is here subordinated to a «B 
modulated,somewhat-bulky ensemble souni 
there is considerable of interest to hear, b 
Shari, a pretty original, the group hits 
is its identifying mark to me—a low-pitciwl 
reedy sound. Puff is a catchy theme simflu 
to many, with some good flute and w* 
rather bland iromboning. Mascara catebe 
Hamlin at the piano, and spots some gritty, 
substantial Mooshagian trombone.

again join forces for the E&D Bluet, up
tempo and wailing. It’s a good dose to the 
package, for the spirit is there, the happ. 
groove that must have pervaded that 
history-making sessions.

\n absolute must in any library, or» 
at the hefty price of $19.92. not indudug 
tax. But it’s a double-sawbuck well »pan 
(JAI.)

ing with the band, 
into the second vocal

(Tracks 1, 2, 4, 5. 8. 9, 10, 11, 12), Uba; 
Eddie Form!, drum«.

Rating: ***
This album is a lot of fun. from the 

cover picture of the FH5&2 matching full 
steam ahead into the »panking blue Pacific, 
to the light touch on the tunes inside, to 
the sea noises between tracks.

1 liked the lyrics to Sailor’s Sweetheart, 
and Bruns' solo on Devil and the Deep 
Blue Sea, which he opens with a straight 
melody chorus on tuba and then follows 
with a hot chorus on the bulky instrument.

No world-beater musically but a lol of 
fun, played competently and with a cer
tain damp enthusiasm. (D.C.)

Brown take over from Smith. Kessel, and 
Mondragon.

Detailed comments on each individual 
track are ruled out here, as must be made 
clear from a glance at the number of

round-toned horn. Beyond Category fea
tures tenor, clarinet, and Terry’s lighth 
chuckling t rum pet and the humorous fn 
ing is heightened at the dose by Stm 
horn’s frisky treble figures in the fadeout 
The final sketch in the Portrait h bluay 
and down to earth with Terry preachiag 
a message of his own.

afforded several 
is his almost

POWDER PUFF— RCA Victor LPM-IW 
Powder Puff, Blur M tucura; Strau/r Perfwm 
Sweet and Lovely; Ok! Look at Mi Now: 4M 
Ske SwettP; Hello, Beautiful; Shari; You Stetfet 

st of a Dream; At a Perfume Coautor; Ymni
Heavenly Thing; Pancake. _

Personnel- Hamlin, accordion, piano; koM 
Earnest, bass; tuba; Art Mooahagian Jr., trsoW 
salve trombone, baritone horn: Charlee Mem

Didn’t Know About You. And, in the 
same take, the unusual blend achieved 
between Ella’s voice and the saxes in the 
final phrase is quite arresting.

Gillespie is in for only one number, 
the onrushing “A” Train, during which 
he trades fours with Clark Terry, Harold 
Baker, Willie Cook, Cat Anderson, and

songs in the package, 
throughout, however, 
brilliant.

Rockin’, which opens

ELLA FITZGERALD SINGS THE DUKE 
ELLINGTON SONGBOOK- Verve 4008-2 100’1 
2 Rockin’ in Rkytkm; Droy Me -ff in Harlem 
Day Dream; Carat mt; Take tke "A" Train; t 
Ain’t Got Not kin But tke Bluet; Clementine; 
1 Didn’t Runs About You; I’m Beginning to See 
tke Ligkt; Lost iu Meditation; Perdido; Cotton 
Tail; Do Nntk nt Till Yon Hear from Me; Just 
A siftin' and Arockin'; Solitude; Rucks in My 
Bed; Satin Doll; Soykisticated Lady; Jus’ 
Squeoso Me, But Don't Tease Mo; It Don’t 
Mean a Thing; litre; I Let a Song Go oat of 
Heart; In a Sentimental Mood; Don t Get I round 
Muck Anymore; Prelude to a Kist; Mood Indigo; 
In j Mellow Towe; Love You Madly; Lusk Life; 
Squatty Rao; I’m Just a Luck) Su and So; .Hi 
tco Soon; Everytking But You I Got II Bad and 
tkat Ain't Good; BtiBlio; Ckelsea Bridge; Por
trait of Ella Fitsgerald (Royal Ancestry; All 
Heart; Beyond Category; Total Just); Tke E&D 
Blues.

Personnel: Miss Fiiztei tld vocals; Ellington, 
piano, and orchestra; Billy Strayhorn, pianos: 
Dizzy Gillespie, trumpet; Ben Webster, tenor; 
Stuff Smith, violin; Ps 1 Smith, piano; Barney 
Kessel, guitar; Joe Mondragon, boss; Alvin 
Stoller, drums; Oacar Peterson, piano: Herb Ellis, 
guitar; Rev Brown, bass.

Rating: * * * * *
To bestow an excellent rating on this 

package of four 12-inch LPs is really a 
most inadequate method of evaluation. 
Such is the scope and variety of this music 
that an over-all rating, while necessarily 
dictated by considerations of space, is far 
from ideal in judging its worth to today's 
jazz record buyer. A monumental under
taking it assuredly is. Most important, 
though, is that it comes ofl an artistic suc
cess.

Ella is heard in different musical settings: 
with the Ellington band on four sides; 
with a small group on the other four. In 
Solitude, Azure, and Sentimental Mond 
she sings to the sole accompaniment ol 
Kessel’s guitar; while on the second side

NEAT

l< HI

BUD 
POWELL 
SWINGIN 
WITH 
BUD
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new jazz hits from

OVERS
(12-248]ERNIE HENRY Quartet

May 15, 1958
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JAZZ FOR LOVERS (12-2441
30 modern jazz stars in a collection of beautiful 

• »ads. Featuring Kenny Dorham, Zoot Sims, Clark
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BLUES FOR TOMORROW (12-243)
New, previously unreleased blues by five top groups. 
Featuring Sonny Rollins, Herbie Mann, Art Blakey, 
Coleman Hawkins, other stars.

HERBIE MANN's Californians (12-245)
Great Ideas of Wes'ern Mann: A really new sound— 
the first jazz LP to feature bass clarinet. With Jack 
Sheldon, Jimmy Rowles.
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Seven Standards and a Blues: In the last LP completed 
before his recent death, the alto star reached a new 
peak. With Wynton Kelly.
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RELAXIN' 
WITH tM MILES DAVIS QUINTET

PRESTIGE RECORDS INC.
447 WEST 50th STREET NEW YORK It
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Bobby Doi 
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12CE 
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NEWI NEWI NEWI 
''Another, and one of the best examples, 
of the collective improvisation that makes 
the Miles Davis Quintet a superior jazx 
unit . . . RELAXIN’ WITH THE MILES DAVIS 
QUINTET is one of the most informally ac
curate definitions of jazz recorded in some 
time.” Nat Henloff noted Jazz Critic- 
12" High Fidolity Album PRLP 7129

BESSIE
The change in tonal color and texture 

is bright, but over-all there isn’t enough 
solo depth to sustain the ensemble work. 
Hamlin uses his accordion sagely, never 
allowing it to blanket the proceedings. 
(D.C.)

IN HI-FI
THE LEGENO OF BESSIE SMITH 
.RONNIE GILBERT

On Long Hay and 45 Economy Package 
A New Orthophonie High Fidelity Recording

Woody Herman
WOODY HERMAN ’58—Verve MG V «255; 

The Preacher; Why Yoe; Bine Satin But Fly 
Bleat; Wailin’ ie the W Ashed; Roland's Rollin'; 
Stairway t* the Bluet; Try to I ergot; Downwind; 
Ready, Get Set, he); Smell Crevice; Gene's 
Strut.

Personnel Herman, clarinet, aha, leader, Jimmy 
Cooke, Bob Newman, Jay Migliori, tenors; Roger 
Pembeiton baritone John Coppole. Bill Caatag* 
nine William Berry Andrew Peele, Danns Stiles, 
trumpet»; Rill Harria. Willy Dennia, Bob Lamb, 
irombonea; John Bunch, piano; Jim Ganaon baaa; 
Doe Michaela, druma.

Rating: *AA
T he hand Herman currently is fronting 

is one of the best he’s had. This is its im
mediate predecessor and while it speaks 
authoritatively in Woody’s idiom, it does 
not have the force of his present band. 
Nevertheless, there are a good many fine 
moments here. If this is a A A A A LP, 
then Woodv is fronting a A A A A A hand.

The band had Iwen a unit for just four 
months when this LP was cut. However, 
it manifests the ' band that plays the blues” 
philosophy of Woody.

The majority of the arrangements were 
contributed by Gene Roland. They are 
functional and simple in sttucture. empha
sizing more of the band’s resource« than 
the composer-arranger’s ability.

Harris is the major soloist, lunging 
rhythmically and stretching tnelodicallv in 
individualistic fashion. Cooke plays well, 
too, and there is an over-all level of solo 
competence throughout. The band as a 
unit, retains the discipline and swing that 
are so much a part of Woody's approach.

In addition to Roland's arrangements, 
which are uniformly effective, there are 
contributions bv Bill Holman (Downwind), 
Al Cohn (Try to Forget), Tadd Dameron 
(Small Crevice), pianist Bunch (H'/iy You) , 
and Horace Silver’s delightful Pteacher. 
The back country mood of the latter, Cohn’s 
moodv Forget, Holman’s stirring Down
wind, and Roland's conception of the blues, 
apparent throughout, make this well worth 
owning.

While this is not Woody’s best, it is not 
far from it. And as an indication of the 
strength always present in Woody’s band, 
it is a splendid contribution to the jazz 
library. (D.G.)

Ed Higgins
ED HIGGINS TRIO—Replica 1U0V t Night 

in Tunisia; Happiness it Just a Thing Called Joe; 
Getting Sentimental over You; Prelude to a Kiss; 
Tangerine; Strike Vp the Band Over the Rain
bow; I'll Be Loving You, You’d Ki so Nice lu 
Come Homr to; Spring Is Herr; Between the 
Devil and the Deep Blue Sea.

Personnel: Higgins, piano; Dave Poskonka, 
bats; Jack Noren drums

Rating. AAA A
Higgins, a young Chicago pianist, is an 

important, if largely unrecognized, talent. 
He has had experience in Dixie and mod 
ern groups. Currently, he's heading his own 
trio (not the one heard here) at both the 
I-ondon House and Cloister inn in Chicago 
This is his first LP as a leader, and it is 
a significant indication of his well-rooted 
ability and the potential inherent in it

He plays melodically, fulh aware of the 
capabilities of his instrument. He can 
urge with vitality on up-tempo tunes and 

yet pause for a meaningful ballad tog 
Here, he has the opportunity to stretch out 
and present a varied set. All the ttackt 
here exceed three minutes in length, with 
most of them well over the four mmtirt 
mark, making this LP a more sound-far. 
the-money bargain than most LPs.

From the openei -a pulsatmgly IrcA 
Tunisia—to the relaxed closet, Sea, Higgin, 
plays with refreshing conception and skill 
Prelude, the longest track, is basically n> 
inantic in nature, yet is played with a min
imum of ornamentation. Higgins is 
hcTently fleet on Band and tender on Rua 
Powell's poignant Loving Jou. spring g 
thoroughly explored, as a tiallad. Thu 
then, is a well-balanced LP.

Four of the strongest hands in Chicagri 
jazz, those of Poskonka and Noren. support 
Higgins vigorously here. And the packag
ing by Replica, including the line cuvcr 
and Higgins' intelligently written note 
is the best that firm has had to date. 
(D.G.)
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Cliff Jordun
CI IFF JORD AN—Blue Note 1565, Not Guttiy; 

St. John; Blue Shoes; Beyond the Blue Haruta 
Jo-Ba

Personnel: Jordan, tenor; John lunkinv alu- 
Lee Morgan, trumpet: Curtia Fuller troahsM 
Ray Bryant, piano; Paul Chamber», baaa; Aw 
Taylor, drums.

Rating: AAA'/i
Another in the Blue Note series of blow 

ing sessions, this one is strengthened a» 
siderabh by the presence of Morgan's vivid 
trumpet on all tracks except Guilty am 
Shoes. Leader jordan is the 26-iear-old 
Chicagoan who previously has recorded with 
Chamber and fellow Windy Citvite, tenor
man John Gilmore. This the first LP hi 
which he is billed as leader,

Jordan's tone is big and tough, much like 
that of Sunny Rollins. His fashionable 
hard-bitten approach is illumined bv a 
decided originality, a direct simplicity of 
statement which, for ihc most part, steen 
clear of superfast technique. Inasmuch at 
this is his album, one wonders uhy hr 
wasn't given opportunity to blow at lent 
one track sustained by rhy thm section alone 
The results would have been quite telling.

The othet horns play well in all «elec
tions, with Morgan particularly outstand
ing in Horizon, blowing a brilliant opes 
horn, and in the inedium-tempoed blua 
Ju-Ba, where he confines himself to pungot 
muted statements.

Bn ant, Chambers, and Tay lor are ap
propriately driving as a section, ritliouj 
Tayloi does intrude somewhat at nnr 
with his rat-a-tats behind soloists. The 
reasoning liehind this peculiai device » 
somewhat puzzling. One knows the dn» 
mer is present—one’s ears testify ro th 
fact. Why then must he forcefully ■ mph 
size his presence in so crude ■ manner?

A good blowing date with better-th» 
average solos all around but not partinilai* 
distinguished an album in view of other’d 
similar kind already on the market. Recnv- 
mended more for admirers of the specific 
musicians involved than foi the cenettl 
jazz buyer. (J.A.T.)

Jimmy Lunceford Tribute»
THE ORIGINAL ARRANGEMENTS OF JW- 

MIF LUNCEFORD IN HI-FI—Sy Olh«r • 
Orchestra, Decca DL 8636- For Dancers Otis 
Margie; Four ot Five Times; Dream ef T* 
Ain’t She SweetT t Organ Grinder's Swing: •* 
Wha: Yon Do; My Blur Heaven; Cheatin' tu »
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giver St. Marie; I'm Walking Tknugk

~—■■ Trecks 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9—Red Solomee, 
a^Tprivin, Tah Jordan, Paul Webster. »rum- 
¡Z-Marty Bullmaa, Bill Granzaw, Henderson 

Richard Harrie, trombones; Hymie 
SErtser. Artie Baker, Fred Williame, Jerry 

Ernie Caceres, reeds; Billy Kyle, piano; 
'Crawford, drums; George Duvivier bass; 

Ä Barksdale, guitar. Treck. 2, 4, 8, 10 11. 
I* r-fcariie Shivers, Bernie Glow, Ray Copeland, 
winter trumpets; Frank Saracen, Elmer Crum- 
M- Frank Rehak. trombones; George Dorsey. 
uLrard Johnson, Sam Taylor. Lowell Hastings, 
Davs McRae, reeds; Eddie Wilcox, piano, Joe 

drums; Duvivier, base; Bsrksdale, guitar.
Rating:

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD IN HI-FI—Billy May 
n^ra Capitol TAO 924: Taint Whet Lon 
n/7ia’t She Sweet?; Charmaine; Ugtown Bines; 
Umrie; Coquette; Annie Laurie; Well, All Right 
Tira Bines in tke Nigkt; My Blue Heaven; Four 
sr Five Times; I’m Walking Through Heaven 
rill Yon: For Dancers Only; Cheatin’ on Me; 
ttutm Is Our Business.

Fersoanel: Billy May. leader; Conrad Gozzo. 
Msanit Klein. Pete Candoli, Ollie Mitchell. Vito 
Msageno. trumpets: Trummie Young, Si Zentner, 
Eddie Kusby, Diek Noel, Joe Howard, trombones: 
Willie Smith, Joe Thomes, Willie Schwartz. Ted 
Vssk. Chuck Gentry. Bow Lawson, reeds; Jimmie 
Rawles, pi too; Joe Mondragon, baas; Al Hendrick- 
me, guitar; Alvin Stoller, drums; Benny Gill 
(Track 10 only), violin.

Rating: «AA
There is much common ground here, in 

addition to the numbers repeated on each 
set. The Capitol set, authorized by the 
Lunceford estate, uses Jimmie's instrumen
tation drawn from the pool of personnel 
listed above, with several alumni: Trum
mie, Willie Smith, Joe Thomas, vocalist 
Dan Grissom (Charmaine, Coquette, W alk
ing Through Heaven). The Decca set is 
led by alumnus Oliver, with Lunceford col
leagues Wilcox, trumpeter Webster, drum
mers Crawford and Marshall, and bassist 
Duvivier.

Each set is worthy in itself, although I 
found the Lunceford rhythm feel captured 
more closely by the Olivers, and the Lunce
ford sound and presentation caught well 
bt the Mays. Each set has excellent solo
ists. with Candoli's chorus on Uptown 
Blues a standout for that set-to match 
Rehak's solos on Margie and Blue Heaven.

The Oliver band has some driving trum
pet bv Jordan and Webster. The Capitol 
•et features Thomas’ tenor, more than a 
match for Taylor, while Willie Smith 
catches the Lunceford flavor. The Decca 
set has two instrumentals and 10 vocals, 
the latter by Oliver, a trio. Joe Bailey, and 
Leslie Scott. Capitol's set features four in
strumentals, and 11 vocals sung by Trum
mie, a vocal group, Grissom, and Smith.

Each set is handsomely annotated, the 
Decca by Burt Korall and the Capitol bv 
Dave Dexter Jr. Each has much of genuine 
interest on it. But the originals, on Decca 
and Columbia LPs, as well as George Wil
liams’ tribute on Victor, make it with more 
fire. (D.C.)

Herbie Mann
MANN ALONE —Savoy MG-12107: Haggy, 

Hatty; Looking Tkrougk tke Window; Like, Lou 
*••■ Baby; Love; All Day Moaday; From 
Uiiaigkt On; For tke Love of Kali; Ratk, Ratk.

Personnel; Mann, flute.
Rating:

FLUTE FLIGHT— Prestige 7124; Totti Flatee; 
,P° Fiala Boss Blues; Flute Bob; Solarium. 
Fersoaeel: (Tracks 1, 2) Mann, flute and

Bate; Bobby Jasper, flute: Tommy Flanagan: 
Euu.' ¿.°* P“m*- fluitar; Wendell Marshall, baas; 
■obey Donaldson, drums. (Tracks 3, 4. 5» Jaspar, 

^bntgsn. piano; Donaldson, drums; Doug 
Watkin, bass; Eddie Cnsta, vibes.

Rating: ftiTicVt
The Savoy set is a tour-de-force for 

Mann. He and his flute and his musician- 
*h*P fall the tunes are his, too) make 
UP the entire LP.

A music "reference" book for anyone Interested in music . . . with a complete chronology

of the year in music. Outstanding features on the year's development in Jen, Classics,

Pop. Recording and Hi Fidelity. Pages and pages of pictures. New ercluslve feature: "The

Best Jan Record of the Year," chosen by the Down Boat record reviewing staff.

$1.00 ... of your newsstand or by mall order from Down Beal... $1.00

M
RECORD REVIEWS

Gentlemen :

I just received my copy of Jus Record Reviews, 
\ olume II. I enjoy it for the information and reference 
material for potential LPs in my collection.

I wonder whether Jazz Record Reviews, Volume I* 
ta still available? If so, please let me know, as I am 
anxious to purchase it for the valuable information 
contained in the reviews.

Maher Publications 2001 Calumot Ave. Chicago 10, HL 
Flease vend ms ......copy(s) of Jan Record Reviews. Volume II.

□ Heavy paper bound edition—$1.00
□ De luxe hard cover edition—5250

PRINT your name as you wish it imprinted on the front cover in gold.

(Sorry, limited printing prevents C.O.D.'s, please enclose remittance.)
51558
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I'll Remember April on Flute Bob. (D.C.)
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NEW RELEASES ON 12” IPs - 
C The Fabulous Bill Holman Orch
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Per<

Raby is a vignette, opening rather plain
tively and building to a strident climax; 
Love and Ruth, Ruth are soft and gentle 
pieces, the former sounding somewhat like 
Out of Nowhere.

On the Prestige set, Herbie is paired

Although he opens with
Happy, Happy; he goes on to prolie a 
variety of moods. Looking Through the

/My Wo 
Tmight 
inwiai

Ptrtoc 
Karlin, 
Knay S'

2. 3. 4, 5, 7. 8. 9. 10 11, 12l, Folke Rebe 
1, 6), trombone; Store Nordin (Treckt 2.
11, 12). Lars II. Imgre» (Tracka 3, 7,

pastoral' Like, You Know,

Sonny Clark w Coltrare 4 Don Byrd 
Ths Gerry Mulligan Songbook
Miles Davit/Relaxin' ..................................
Red Garland/AII Morning long 
King Flea tur» 4 Annie Roti

MG 
12121

BRAND NEW FREE SPRING CATALOS 
Write Dost A, Sarny Racmli 

Spatial Atlaatlaa la Gl Overawe Ordii«

MG 
12093
Funk I

Bill Harris' trom
bone, Phil Weeds’ 
alia. Jae Wilder’» 
I ruai pet, Eddie 
Crate's libra aad 
piana ara tha 
staadaut goleiite 
aa this satai big 
IltUr band ehly 
acarad and led by 
Wily 9m Planck

Personnel : Lidström, trumpet 
(Tracks 2 3. 1 5. 7. 8, 9. II

vention.
The outstanding soloists on the reed

blowing session side are Joidon, who php 
quite fluently and with good taste, end 
Jone', whose conception is a constant de
light.

For the bailadle Summer, the «oto» d 
Jordon and Jones and Costa's individual» 
tic approach, this LP is worth owniaf 
(D.G.)
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Jnek Montrose
THE HORN S FULL—RCA Victor LPM 1572: 

Roiannt Polka Dots ana Woonbeams, The Little 
Haare; Dark Angel Solid Citirea; Goody Goody; 
Do Nothing Till Foa Heer from Me; Trae Blae; 
Tht Horns Fall; Crozy She Calls Me; Headline.

Personnel: Montrose tenor; Red Norvo, vibe»; 
(Trecks 1, 2, 3 5 6. 7, 8. 9). Bernet Kewell,

A»tords shipped onywfiofio 
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the second to himself. The two-flute things 
are quite absorbing tiecause of the swing 
of both men, and the able solo support 
given them by Flanagan and Puma. Don
aldson’s line drums were recorded crisply.

Jaspar's set is more routine, with a re-
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Jack Lidstrom
LOOK DAD' THEY’RE COMIN DOWN OUR 

STREET (ia Hi-Fi) World Pacific PJ—1215. 
Strattin with Some Barbecue; Lasy River; Po
tato Head Blaes; Squeeze Me; Ole Mist Sang 
It Once in a While; Wild Man Blues; Big But-

for Cort 
em moo 
with soli

Rundí 
(lenttori 
turns is 
rhythm 
Mierman

Lj Superlative t Goodman Orch.(Voll. IAIDVER 
Bond For FREE Catalogue» 

WE HAVE JAZZ TAPES 
$1.00 Depotil on C.O.D. Orders

U. S Serviceman Overtoat—Floate tend Pay
ments with Order. The Pott Office will not permit 
C.O.D.'t to APO or FPO addresser.
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the obvioui

NEW RELEASES ON 12" IPs - $4.00 ««ch 
H Tha John Lewis Piane..........................................ATI
M Poul Chambers Quintet w Don. Byrd....BN

DAVE PELL OCTET
Modern sounds ar rangement» for eight piece» 
or leaa. Ar recorded on RCA and CAPITOL. 
Arranged by Shorty Roger», Bill Holman 
and Marty Paich. 1" arrangement« available 
at $1.50 each.

Bop direct from 
PELL MELL MUSIC CO.

4229 Wllkhitei Ava Horeb Hollywood, CotW 
Any voieina problème anctor id 
At gour l.wnl detùtr or direct

Rating. AAA 4
Despite the pretty obvious cover, the rec

ord in this package more than makes up 
for it; and as a bonus, there’s a line liner 
written hv Montrose.

Mont lose is accompanied here bv three 
strong voices: Nono, Kessel, and Hall. 
Kessel is particularly fine on House, and 
his interplay with Nono on their tracks is 
something to hear.

Nono is tasteful and inventive, and on 
Citizen quite rakish. Montrose sounds well 
throughout and particularly funky on 
Citizen

Tiue Blue shows the capabilities of Mont
rose as a writer.

A ven relaxed offering and one that 
doesnt pall on repeated hearings. (D.C.)

JAZZ AI HOTCHKISS.
Guo Wallington Quinte* MG

UZI l THE SOUNDS DF NATURI
Yusuf Lais** . .. MG

OPUS DE DOP, 
MH Getz Rauch. Powell. alt MG

THE JAZZ WE HEXRD I AST SUMMER— 
Sa»<iy M( 12112: SMTH TFSS Rlun Rociaan 
The Things We Did last Summer; Green Sloat 
Mons tn I; Worldwide Boots

Personnel: Tracks 1-3—Sahib Shihab, barilvae; 
John Jenkins, alto; Clifford J<»dan. tenet Hu* 
Jone», piano; Additim Farmer, bats; Danay R> * 
mond, drum*. Track» 4-5—Herbie Mann, tram 
and Hute; Phil Woods, »Ito; Eddie Coats, pita» 
and vibes. Joe Puma, guitar: Wilbur Ware, bau; 
Jerry Segal, druma

Rating- WWW'l

computability making the union a wholly 
satisfying one. Mitchell makes a pertinent 
contribution here, too. making this Lp M 
excellent example of three indiv idualiui, 
approaches merging to display a «ingle cre
ative unit.

The material here is appealing and ip. 
dudes one ballad. Pal, that was written Im 
the show but was deleted With 1‘rtvn 
at the helm, the trio surges and eases in 
way through the nine-tune set with cor. 
sistent invention Rainbow opens and doati 
with Mitchell soloing over the handclapp
ing of Previn and Manne, which is qum- 
effective. On Town, Previn plays Mime de
lightfully Wallerish piano.

The final track best exemplifies the trial 
assets, with Previn driving forcefully and 
then exchanging imaginatively with Manat 
while Mitchell walks strongly along.

There is an abundance of swing hen, 
without sacrificing a basically melodic nan 
tie. This is excellent trio jazz. (D.G.)

Andre Previn 
PAL JOEY (ANDRE PREVIN \ND

tic ref
Cl >111 pi 
erence

Thi!
Eiling.

Strane 
inome 
tgret’4 
can d 
awauli

blues sound of Boots.
In terms of individuals. Ware is out

standing. One of the best contemporary 
bassists, his presence is felt constantly us 
Side 2. Costa remains an inventive vihti 
and pianist. Woods attacks in Bird-like 
fury. Puma handles his chore« with u»

Ruting: AriririgM 
The fourth Previn-Manne 
i Contemporary indicates

Milder, piano; Lauee Purmemut drum.
Rating: ArAHt

Trumpeter Lidstrom leads his Dixieland 
group through an average program of Dixie 
fare.

Lidstrom’s big toned, louis-influenced 
horn is the standout. He could hold his 
own in Dixie circles in this country, cer
tainly.

1 found the set agreeabe enough, but 
paced bv at least a score of LPs available 
bv Armstrong, Condon. Davison, Teagar
den, and Scobey.

There are some good solo moments here, 
and some comfortable ensemble blowing, 
but the Dixie feeling isn’t there To these 
ears, the phrases are cut a bit too short and 
the rhythm is a bit too inflexible. Lidstrom’s 
horn is worth hearing, though. (D.C.

Savoy has divided this LP between two 
groups. Side I features the efforts of the 
three reed men and rhythm section Side 2 
spotlights Mann and his men. The tesulu 
of Imth group efforts are genuinely proto- 
sional but only paitialh successful in an 
artistic sense.

The opener, Shihab’s Blues, features tht 
horn men and Jones in solos, basically i 
string of crudely hewn segments un the 
12-bar structure. Jenkins' Rockaway fc t 
trifle more ambitious; Jordan solo* force
fully. Summer is played as a ballad through
out and is done calmly, with introspective 
solos by the horn men and Jones.

The two Mann-led tracks differ in as 
ture, from the light-sounding * ibes-flute
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LB, STR VND FLAYS DUKE ELLINGTON 

3256: 1‘se Go) II Bad and Tkot Ain't 
A l.inle Poses; Préludé to a Kies; Cot- 

Mitail: Black Butterfly: Mernint Glory; Fui Be- 
Hnmnr t" See the hthi. Mood Indigo > Let 
J issr G» Dut ai My Heurt, Carnegie ¡Unes; 
Cectu; T. T un Toast; Just Asittin’ and
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nguan Strand is one of those who find it 
difficult to get work on the instrument If 
■»thing else, this L.P should reinforce 
Strand s justified position in jazz.

Although some of the tracks in this 13- 
tune Ellington tribute are far too brief. 
Strand manages to make the most of every 
moment. He makes the instrument as 
igreeable sounding as any organist in jazz 
ran do. without any gimmicks or strident 
iiiaults. His taste is excellent, and his mu- 
wc reflect» the respect he holds for the jazz 
com post i in this ease it’s an obvious rev
erence foi Ellington.

Thu is not current Ellington. It is the 
Ellington of the ’30s and early ’40s. Strand 
phvs all of it nostalgically and thought
fully. Much of the material is not per
formed too often by Ellington or anyone 
else these days, which makes this LP that 
much more valuable. Butterfly, for ex 
ample, is a seldom-heard lovely ballad. 
Posts is delightfully gay. Just Asittin’ is 
a fine Strand frolic.

Mariash serves as Strand's timekeeper 
faithfully throughout, leaving the inven 
tion almost exclusively to Strand

Arnold Roth’s cover is wittily conceived, 
and Dick Buckley’s notes are informative. 
But this is Strand's LP. with a vital assist 
from Ellington, and those who haven't 
heaid subtly played jazz organ should listen 
to this. (D.G.)
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Sture Nwennon
THE EXHIBIT—Replice 1007: Piccadilly Cir- 

cat; Deer Oil Slot kkolm; H kui a DiStrtece a 
Lief Mad-. Togs} Returns; Tke Hay You Look 
Tosifkl; tuierlnt Suite iTke Way, Cortege to 
Samarkaad, A a fora).

Personnel: (Track I) Swenion. baritone; Fred 
Karlin, trumpet: Bill Porter, elide trombone; 
Kney Soderhlom tenor, alto, Bute; Sandy Mosse, 
teaer; Dave Potkonka, bass. Fred Rundquist 
tsitsr Gerri Sherman, piano; lack Norer, drums. 
I Track 5 snd Suite) same but add Walt Murphy 
lain Fddie Avis, valve trombone. (Track 2i 
Sw*mm, baritone; Rundquist John Gray, Bill 
llalau. Howard Stanley, guitara; Jim Atlaa. 
but. Sherman, piano, Noren druma. (Track 3) 
tame as 2 but omit Swenson.

Rating:

A very interesting, often quite stimulat
ing, LP of compositions and arrangements 
by Swenson, with the lovely Stockholm 
and the swinging ILuv You Look Tonight 
outstanding

Swenson’s mooclv baritone opens Stock
holm, a long (six minutes) track of deep 
beautv. Look spot» the excellent tenor bv 
Mosse, whose recorded work never has 
been less than impressive.

The Suite hangs togethei well, but 1 was 
not impressed with it thematically, except 
for Cortege, which set a flute-paced East 
cm inood. Mosse is again good on Angora. 
with solo assists from Porter and Atlas.

Rundquist sounded interesting, but tin 
dent-corded on Look Tonight, Topsy Re- 
tum» is a blowing piece foi Swenson, with 
rhythm and gixxl solo support by Atlas, 
Sherman, and Noren. (D.C.)

Art Tatum-Benny Carter
MARIN’ WHOOPEE—Vena 8227: Blues ia 

C; 4 Poffs Dey; You're Mine l'o* Undecided. 
Vader a Blanket of Blue; Makin’ Hkuogee

Personnel: Tatum, piann. Carter, alto; Louie 
Bellson, drum.

, Rating:
A typical Norman Granz informal get- 

together, this set of six loose, relaxed 
tracks has consistently intriguing and 
occasional memorable moments in the 
playing of both giants.

The opening funky blues shows Tatum 
in a honky-tonk mood as he sets the stage 
for Carter’s sinuous sliding through five 
slow, walking choruses. This is the altoist's 
track, ami he blows through its duration 
with superb control and a seemingly end
less fount of original ideas.

DOWN BEAT READERS!
SAVE on this Outstanding

FIRST from Berklee - *,. . ,
School of Music

"JAZZ in the CLASSROOM”
12" LP RECORD AND SCORES MADE SPECIFICALLY

FOR STUDY, ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE OF JAZZ!

♦A “Must” for Musicians and Music Students

* Demonstrates compositional and arranging tech
niques taught at Berklee

♦Reveals on scores the “how” of big band and 
combo scoring, improvisation, polytonal voicing», 
thematic development, compositional form in jazz

♦Parts may be copied from scores for rehearsal 
and performance purposes

•Created and performed entirely by Berklee stu
dents and faculty

SPECIAL OFFER #1
"J AZZ IN THE CLASSROOM” I P $ 3.95
1 year’s subscription to Down Beat _ 7.00

SI 095
SPECIAL OFFER #2

“JAZZ IN THE CLASSROOM” IP $ 3.95
Complete set of scores 13.00
1 year’s subscription to Down Beat 7 00

$2195

Maher Publications, Inc.
2001 S. Calumet Ave., Chicago 16, III.
Enclosed is my remittance for the “Jazz in the Classroom" special offer Please send me: 

Q Special offer # 1 for $8.00 
□ Special offer #2 far $17.50

Foggy and Mine are played at medium 
up and slow ballad tempos respectively, 
with Benny according the latter gentle, 
caressing treatment while Tatum em 
broiden.

On the B side, the three tracks generally 
are not up the first trio. Bellson's long 
drum solo contributes little to Undecided; 
his playing throughout, moreover, no
where approaches the level of the other two 
musicians. Blanket features reflective bal 
lad playing by creamy-tone«I Carter and 
rippling Tatum. Whoopee, a medium 
walk, has solus about evenly divided be
tween alto and piano, neither rising to a 
noticeable level of excitement

Recommended for Tatum fans especially. 
(MX)
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WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif 

(0*515581

FUTURE ARTISTS OF AMERICA

"Professional mu
sicians I know rec
ommended WEST
LAKE to me as 
the only well or
ganized school of 
popular modern 
music Now I 
know W E S T - 
LAKE graduates 
are highly skilled 
versatile musi
cians.”
Paul first studied

Ciano but in high school band and dance 
and played trombone. From U. S. Navy 

School of Music, he joined the USS Hor
net Band and later was lead trombone in 
the Brooklyn Navy Dance Rand One day 
he plans to have his own band, arrange 
and compose.
Send for free catalog. 2 yr. diploma and 
4 yr. degree courses, tuition includes 2 
private lessons aa wk. Daily band and 
combo, dorms, payment plan, appt. for 
vets. 3 starting semesters—Spring, Summer, 
Fall. (Home Study Arranging Course avail
able.) ________ ______ ___ 
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Addrass
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■ The Blindfold Test is more than 
a regular feature in this magazine.

It has become the personification 
of Leonard Feather’s approach to 
jazz.

In an article headed “Canons for 
Critics” in the April 12 issue ol the 
Saturday Review, Feather states this 
credo:

“Jazz, as much as any of the lively 
arts, and more than most, requires 
complete subjectivity.” Feather 
writes. According to him. subjec
tivity is "the esthetic prerequisite of 
a reviewer” and objectivity "the 
journalistic requirement of a re
porter.”

Concluding his treatise on an 
emphatic note, Feather rules. “Jazz 
criticism depends first, last, and al
ways on the listener’s first instinctive 
reaction.”

This sort of kindergarten logic, 
by whicli jazz is appraised as one 
would appraise a steak or a martini, 
is antithetical to most approaches to 
learning.

The rewards of learning, and the 
investigative process leading to them, 
cannot be achieved by gnawing at 
a bone and smiling instinctively in 
Cro-Magnon gratification.

There are training, discipline, and 
creation in jazz. And those who are 
eager to dedicate a lifetime to it as 
critics must be willing, for their 
own sake and the benefit of those 
who follow them, to explore it fully. 
This means more than an imme
diate grunt of carefree approval at 
the encl of a performance.

Those who seriously confront their 
tasks as “reviewer” or “critic” must, 
it seems to me, be prepared to sus
tain a musicological concern for 
jazz concomitantly with perpetuat
ing an ever-present set of criteria for 
analyzing and evaluating the music 
as music.

It is impossible for a critic to 
know too much about jazz, its per
formers, its form and content. In 
fact, if the critic feels jazz to tie a 
significant form, in universally in
fluential terms, he is impelled to 
conduct a perpetual search to un
cover the details and subleties of 
jazz.

The instinctive reaction, the corn 
plete subjectivity, is not the path I 
attempt to follow. It is not the path 

Feather has followed, either, ig 
several of the books he has written 
His books, for the most part, seen 
to be more the products of delibera 
tion and investigation than abruptly 
instinctive evaluations. If he ion. 
tinues to support this instinctive 
approach, he may well find tha 
there will be little need for anyone 
to own the Encyclopedia of Jazz.

The critic, I feel, must avoid beii$ 
short-sighted. He must avoid u 
obsession with the past or pit-sent, 
with one "school” or another, with 
one artist or another, in favor of a 
sincere desire to contribute, in «omt 
small way, to the growth of jan. 
He can most forcefully contribute 
by asserting an insatiable interest.

Within certain physical limita
tions, the jazz critic should explore 
all facets of jazz, doing so almut 
simultaneously. Constant inquiry n 
the soul of criticism.

This means, quite simply, that a 
definitive evaluation requires more 
than an immediate emotional it 
action. It means that it is vital to 
formulate background infoimation, 
to appraise all performances in an 
historical-and-musical context.

Jazz criticism cannot lie complete
ly subjective any more than it can 
be completely objective. It must bt 
subjective in many ways, because of 
the spontaneous emotional con- 
munication basic to it. Yet, liecaux 
it exists in time and can be docu
mented factually, it must be definol 
and recorded in certain objective 
ways. An intelligent approach to 
jazz criticism lies between Feathers 
doctrine of impulsive acceptance-or- 
rejection and the reportonal mono
graphs of the research robot.

It is extremely difficult to con
sistently act in terms of Feather 
“complete subjectivity” guide, a 
Feather readily admits. However, 1 
find virtue in such deviation from 
the fold: Feather apparently deplore 
it. although he refutes his owi 
theory regularly in employing ob 
jectivc material in the formuiatx*’ 
of distinct value judgments.

I prefer to face the fact that mini- 
cians exist with and without chai 
instruments.

The canon shot Feather fires a» 
be eluded and countered by those 
who have cast aside all manner« 
blindfolds.
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ly Don Goli

sounded g«xxl, too.itumpet playerTh* Records

liece that encases thethe kind ot pi 
soloists, and thhe arrangement stands

3.

er

He was 
the test.

Druam (Columbia). 
iolo Joe Nowman,

I Count Balio. Dickie i 
Inlet Young. firjt tenor

lier hm i» 
eil by «host 
I manner

Red Allen. RoteHa (Columbia). Allen, first 
trumpet solo; Allen, vocal; Coleman Haw 
Irins, tenor; Res Stewart, first trumpet solo 
after Hawkins; Red Allen, lost trumpet solo; 
Nat Pierce, piano.
That was a good swinging one.

tnl Uvmpei solo. Harry Carney, baritone; 
Vic Dickenton, trombone; Emmett Berry, tec- 
Md trumpet tola; Coleman Hawkint, tenor 
(tecond); Roy Eldridge, trumpet solo (third); 
Batie, piono.
Oh, boy! \\ hoo! There’s a lot to 

talk about in that one. Gee, I'm all 
turned around ... I think the com

4. Johnny Richards. Stockholm Straafamn
(Capitoli. Quincy Jonos* composer; Richards*
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Durable Dorham
By Leonard Feather
g Kenny Dorham is almost the only sideman left in jazz. In 
these days when everyone, down to the last bass player and 
drummer, lias his own recording contract, Dorham is almost 
an anachronism. Except for an occasional LP of his own, he 
has gone through the years from his first prominence in the 
Hampton. Eckstine, and Gillespie bands to his 1957-8 eminence 
as i key element in the Max Roach combo—always respected 
,ind admired but never winning anv polls and never going out 
after individual fame as a leader.

Born in 1924 on a ranch near Fairfield, Texas, a colleague 
of Wild Bill Davis at Wiley college, Kenny was launched on the 
mad when, back from the army, he joined Russell Jacquet’s 
band late in 1943.

Since his 1948-50 incumbency in the Charlie Parker group, 
he never has been far from a recording studio or a name combo. 
He is best represented on discs by his own dates for Blue Note 
and Debut.

Incidentally, Kenny’s reason for recognizing tune No. 5 is
that he used to play it with jimmy Heath years ago. 
given no information about the records played during

I. Miles Davis. The Duke (Columbia). Dave 
Brubeck, composer; Gil Evans, arranger.

1 liked it . . . That's beautiful. I 
haven’t heard it before, but 1 know 
it's Miles Davis’ big band and Gil 
Evans’ arrangement ... I think the 
most outstanding thing about it is 
the arrangement. Miles sounds good, 
but he does very little playing on 
there. I never heard the tune before

Brass and woodwinds . . . Dill I 
hear a tuba?

This is a good setting maybe for 
a jazz piece, but it isn't the type of 
thing that gives the soloists a push 
off into really blowing . . . It's not 
a diving-board type of piece, but it's

out more than the soloists.
Even if the soloists had played 

longer, it would still have been the 
same thing. It doesn't have very 
much soul, though . . I’ll give it
thret-and-a-half stars.

position was great lor blowing. The 
hrst tenor sax plaver sounds like 
Lester Young or one of his descrip- 

■ . . The first trumpet play,
sounded gixxl . . . Sounded liL_ 

 

Harry Carney on baritone, Lawrence 
Brown on 'bone . . . The second

like

the blindfold test

but I don't get any definite distinc
tion as to who he might be. But the 
next tenor player sounds like (.ole- 
man Hawkins . . . Then the next 
trumpet player sounds like Charlie 
Shavers.

The piano player sounds like 
Basie—especially on the end . . . But 
it has Duke Ellington sound to it 
generally. The blowing on it was very 
good ... I liked it much better than 
J did the last one you played.

I'll give this four stars, hul it's 
like old soup warmed over . . . It’s 
nothing new progressively because 
I ve been hearing this same thing for 
15 or 20 years, but it’s great and it's 
good emotional jazz.

arranger; Jimmy Cleveland, trombone- Burl 
Collin*, trumpet
Well. I don't get anything distinc

tive about the band. The trombone 
player sounds gcxxl—sounds like he’s 
tust starting to play progressive jazz 
tecause he definitely wasn't too cool 

in his attempt to double up . . . 
Sounds kind of like Kai Winding or 
somebody like Kai.

The trumpet player sounded kind 
of like Cxmte Candoli to me. I'd rate 
this very low because I can’t tell 
anything about it. One-and-a-half 
stars. „

That was Rosetta, but I'm kind of 
confused about the personnel. The 
first trumpet player sounds like Buck 
Clayton . . . The singer might be 
Charlie Shavers. It's Coleman Haw
kins playing tenor, or one of his 
cohorts . . . The trumpet blowing 
after Coleman is Charlie Shavers, I 
think, and then the next trumpet 
sounds like Buck Clayton.

It might Ire Teddy Wilson on 
piano—I don’t know. This is like 
gixxl swing, good jazz, gixxl New Or
leans type of jazz . . . I’ll give this 
3i/> stars.

5. Chai Baker-Art Pepper Sextet. For Minart 
Only (World-Pacific). Jimmy Heath, com
poser, arranger; Phil Urso, tenor; Art Pep
per, alto.

Boy! Strictly progressive! Well, I’ve 
heard that tune before—sounds like 
something I might have played at 
one time or another ... It isn't tne, 
but it sounds something like the way 
I’d play . . . Might be Don Byrd on 
trumpet. On alto it might be Phil 
Wocxls—he’s a swinging alto player 
—or Jackie McLean.

I think it’s Hank Mobley on tenor 
sax . . . It's a nice little vehicle for 
blowing. The changes sound com
fortable. I like it better than any
thing I’ve heard so far, because it s 
progressive, and because it's leaning 
tn that direction. I'll give it a higher 
rating than anything else. Four-and- 
a-half stars.

6. Bi* Beiderbecke Stmation tag (Rivenide). 
Recorded in 1924.
Ha! Ha! Oh, boy!. . . That’s really

i laugh. The balance was terrible on 
that ... I can’t give that much ot
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a rating because I can’t pick anyone 
out of that group that 1 could recog
nize. I could give it one star because 
they are using musical instruments. 
It’s 1958 nowl No message; I get 
nothing from it.

7. Art Farmer. Tangerine (ABC-Paramount) 
Dizzy Gillespie, composer; Quincy Jones, 
arranger.
That’s beautiful! . . . That’s the 

best one so tar. I don’t think it's 
really a five-star record, but I’d have 
to change the rating on some other 
ones if I didn’t give it five, so you 
might as well call it five. It sounds 
like somebody who likes Clifford 
Brown . . . Sounds like Fats Navarro 
at times, and 1 don't like to be ego
tistical, but it sounds like me, too. 
Who could that be—Donald Byrd? 
... I think it’s Art Farmer, though. 
The arrangement is very good—the 
best one I’ve heard today . . . It’s 
beautiful.

I think strings can be used effec
tively. If it’s a fast number, you can 
let the strings stroll—I mean lay out 
—and the solosist can have some free 
style and have a chance to really ex
press themselves.

Then the strings can come in and 
give them the support they need to 
go out with a climax at the end. 1 
wanted to hear the trumpet player 
open up a little more in places, but 
for the ratings I’ve given the rest 
of these records, 1’11 give this one 
five stars.

Simonizing
Chicago—As a part of the 

mailing in Down Beat’s recent 
disc jockey poll, a ballot was 
sent inadvertently to George T. 
Simon, jazz critic-editor-scholar. 
Simon, though not distinguished 
as a disc jockey, felt obliged to 
fill out his ballot. His selec
tions:

Top recording personality of 
the last year — Harry Lauder; 
best new male singer — Sam 
Kaufman (Sam, the Barbasol 
Man); best new female singer 
— Marion Harris; best conduc
tor of a studio orchestra — Sam 
Lanin (Ipana Troubadors); 
best vocal single of the last year 
— Harry Richman’s King for a 
Day; best instrumental single of 
the last year— Yes, We Have No 
Bananas by the Great White 
Way orchestra; best novelty rec
ord of the last year— West End 
Blues by Louis Armstrong’s Hot 
Five; best jazz LP of last year— 
Zez Confrey’s Kitten on the 
Keys, and best vocal LP of last 
year—Enrico Caruso’s Holiday 
in Rome.
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The Next President

Intimate revue starring Mort Sahl, 
«ith Jimmy Giuffre Three, David 
qien. dancer Anneliese Widinan, 
the Folk Singers; presented by Frank 
U Nichols at the Bijou Theater,

York. Opened April 9.
This revue draws its name from 

the general introduction Mort Sahl 
icceivtd at the hungry i in San 
Francisco. But if Sahl is to be the 
next president, he will be sorely 
overworked

The rather short, two-act revue 
was earned initially alone by Sahl 
at the pre-opening night perform
ance caught. He appeared twice in 
uch act with varying lengths of 
obsenations on politics, personali
ties, inanimate objects . . . the full 
pallete ot his subjects tor humor. 
Vnd, mostly, he was very tunny.

The show suffered from a static 
quality which might have stemmed 
from its staging. The stage was 
unadorned with props (except at 
the opening, when a pair of tele
phone stands surmounted by white 
phones on each side of the stage 
greeted patrons as they went to 
their seats). The show was carried 
b' lighting, used to set scenes, pro
vide movement, and underline pai 
ticulai scenes.

The Folk Singers, whose offerings, 
Cn’ Holy, Deep Blue Sea and He’s 
Gone Away, were weak; also acted 
as a sort of Greek chorus, comment
ing on Sahl, Giuffre, Miss Widman, 
and Mien. In the final scene of the 
show, they engaged in a press con- 
terence with Sahl, which was an ex
tension of his earlier monologues.

Allen, a member of the chorus, 
was worked in as a single; and sang 
Cloudy Morning in the second act, 
accompanied by Jim Hall on guitar. 
It was effectively lighted, sensitively 
sung, and beautifully accompanied

The Guiffre group played The 
Train and The River and Gotta 
Dance, the latter interpreted bv Miss 
Widman In the second act, the 
Giuffre group played its lovely The 
Green Country, with Miss Widman 
»gain interpreting. The group 
plaved well, but I got no message 
from Miss \\ idman's dancing.

The show- lacked pace, balance, 
•ind most of all. movement. The 
chorus, essentially a good idea, 
failed because the lines they had to 
say weren’t delivered with profes
sional ease and emphasis.
. The basic weakness. I think, was 
•» trying to build a full-length 
resue around a night club presenta-

Jimmy Giuffre

tion. The scope of the stage should 
have been much wider than Sahl 
only in monologue, and the trio 
playing for a dancer. There was not 
enough variety of material to pace 
the show as a show

Much of Sahl’s material was bril
liant: all of it was funny. He de
served a better showcase because 
his is a basically static presentation. 
The movement and pace needed to 
point him up were lacking.

It seemed, actually, that this was 
the germ of an excellent TV pre
sentation format for Sahl, Giuffre, 
and Allen. In a half-hour show, 
with the lighting techniques actually 
creating movement on a TV screen, 
this format would be perhaps the 
most entertaining and tasteful 30 
minutes on the air.

Roger Bucks
Chicago—Recently, a Down 

Beat reader sent the Chicago 
office a clipping from the Bir
mingham, Ala., News. The 
clipping described a Symphony 
in Fashions presentation <n the 
Birmingham Municipal audi
torium, featuring Jane Morgan, 
Roger Williams, Lois Wilson, 
and the Birmingham Symphony 
orchestra

Williams was identified as the 
“world’s greatest jazz pianist.’’
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Radio-TV
(Continued from Page 20) 

hour, a radiation of enjoyment from 
the performers that had to penetrate 
viewers. This feeling—a sense of 
participation in a session—became 
most intense during a medley that 
began with a Goodman solo on 
Poor Butterfly, then Ella’s Hard- 
Hearted Hannah, then a haunting 
I’ve Got It Bad from Stafford, and 
Ella and Miss Stafford together on 
St. Louis Blues.

A commercial broke the spell, and 
for a minute or two I thought it 
was lost as Composer Ralph Burns 
began to conduct a new Spring 
Rhapsody. Miss Linn and Alexan
der danced briefly to the souped-up 
mendelssohnics with which that 
composition began, but all that was 
junked in short order and the 
rhapsody returned to the swing era 
and something very much like 
Benny Rides Again.

Somewhere in there my wife let 
out another squeal: “There’s Pea
nuts Hucko! He’s bald!”

SLINGERLAND A DRUMS sX'>i!u>!
because THEY’RE BUILTam BETTER!

SLINGERLAND DRUM CO. •
36 • DOWN BEAT
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The McGuire sisters, who possibly 
aren't even aware that Peanuts 
Hucko ever had hair, sounded—on 
paper—out of place in this company. 
On the screen, singing Blue Skies, 
they were quite compatible. They 
and their eyes cooperated with 
Dubin on some swinging camera 
work during the number. The fact 
they are pleasant to look at sustained 
them during some we-wanna-lead- 
the-band horsing around with Good
man.

Things got back on the track im
mediately with a finale, It’s Gotta 
Be This or That, in a Brussels world 
fair setting, this last in honor of 
Goodman’s and Miss Fitzgerald’s 
visits to the fair.

Any time Dubin assembles an
other show like it, I’ll certainly make 
a point of tuning in.

• • •
Funny bit: on a Steve Allen show, 

Allen took off on all the teen-age 
record shows on TV (“With your 
own teen-age pal, Dickie Teenage!”)

He rattled off a Teen-Age Top 
Ten list. I couldn’t get them all 
down, but I have been treasuring 
the six that I did manage:

"Roy Burns"
with BENNY GOODMAN BAND 

fronted by Urbie Green

“Roy, 21 year old new star in the drum 
world, has come up fast. He first won acclaim 
in New York's famous Metropole while playing 
with various all-star groups. Woody Herman 
heard him there and hired him, later he switched 
to Benny Goodman's Band.

Roy plays with a driving beat and has very 
fast hands.

A fast rising drummer, like Roy, knows he 
can't take chances on equipment—that is why 
he has chosen SLINGERLAND DRUMS —the 
finest equipment money can buy."

Locker Room Love by The Fm 
Sweatsocks.

/ Brought an Apple for the Tead 
er But I’d Rather Take a Bite Oi 
of You.

Teen-age Truant.
I Used to Pull Your Pigtails TO 

I Found Out You Were a Pig.
We Fell in Love at Recess But IL 

Were Saved by the Bell.
I Know We’re Too Young to Co 

Steady, So Let’s Get Married h 
stead.

(Will Jones’ column. After Last Night, Mm 
daily in the Minneapolis Tribune.)

Candid(o) Comment
Hollywood—In his review of 

the Tony Bennett show at the 
Cocoanut Grove, printed in the 
Hollywood Reporter March 28, 
Hank Grant reported:

“. . . Most thrilling open-belt
ing was achieved on From Thu 
Moment On, with a real crazy 
assist from conga drummer Ken 
Dide.”

Did you get his autograph, 
Hank?
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g Records are important to persons 
interested in jazz. But not everyone 
it led-hot about the same jazz 
records.

1 found this to be true while tab
ulating the even 100 replies received 
on the Desert Island column (Down 
Beat, Feb. 6). About the only area 
of agreement was that everyone had 
three (and very often more) records 
he tor she) would want as com
panions while waiting for rescue.

The most-wanted (and most-treas
ured) LPs were: ’Round About 
Midnight (Col. CL-949); Concert 

the Sea (Columbia (JI .-883) , and 
Fontessa (Atlantic 1231).

Miles Davis pulled the largest 
nutnbc'i of mentions, a total of 21; 
hiVRound About Midnight received 
11 votes.

Although Erroll Garner’s Concert 
by the Sea received seven votes to 
bring it into second place, he had 
just eight votes in all

The Modern Jazz Quartet drew 
17 votes for five of its albums, Fon
tessa receiving seven.

Charlie Parker received a total of 
16 votes scattered tor nine LPs. four 
going to Bird and Diz (Verve 8006).

Shelly Manne’s My Fair Lady 
(Contemporary 3527) pulled six 
totes. Shelly’s LP* drew a total of 
nine.

Dave Brubeck’s Jazz Goes to Col
lege (Columbia CL-566) drew five 
mentions in a total of seven.

Ten Duke Ellington LPs split 16 
votes, including three for Such Sweet 
Thunder (Columbia CL-1033).

Five Louis Armstrong LPs shared 
nine votes, with Armstrong Plays 
IV. C. Handy (Columbia CL 591) 
pulling three.

Five Benny Goodman packages 
received a total of eight votes, with 
the Carnegie Hall Concert (Colum
bia OSL-160) pulling four of them.

Four of Thelonious Monk’s LP’s 
drew a total of nine votes, with 
Monk's Music (Riverside 12-242) 
getting four.

Gerry Mulligan had four pack
ages in contention, receiving a total 
of eight mentions, four for Paris 
Concert (World Pacific 1210).

Eight Stan Kenton LPs received 
a total of 10 votes. Stan Kenton in 
Hi-Fi (Capitol W-721) got three 
votes.

Iwo Woody Herman LPs. both 
reissues, shared five mentions. Bijou 
(Harmony 7013) had two, and Three

Herds (Columbia CL-592) had three.
There were scattered votes for 

LPs by Clifford Brown-Max Roach; 
Lionel Hampton, Stan Getz, Joe 
Turner, Sonny Rollins, Jimmy Giuf
fre, Horace Silver, Jimmy Rushing, 
Sonny Stitt, Johnny Griffin, Shorty 
Rogers, Buck Clayton, Bob Brook
meyer, Dizzy Gillespie, J. J. John
son, Charlie Mingus, Bud Powell, 
Billie Holiday, Sarah Vaughan, Ani
ta O’Day, Fats Waller, Art Tatum, 
Lennie Tristano, Ella Fitzgerald, 
and Al Haig, among others. None 
received more than two mentions 
on any particular LP and none more 
than a total of five.

Favorites ranged from the tradi
tional to the commercial. There 
were mentions of Bunk Johnson's 
American Music LP, Sam Donahue’s 
Prescott LP, the Teddy Charles Ten- 
tet, Jack Teagarden, Betts Roche, 
Oscar Peterson at Stratford, Illinois 
Jacquet, Dick Contino (Dick Con
tino?) , Wild Bill Davison, Frank 
Sinatra, George Lewis, Chico Ham
ilton. the Four Freshmen, Charlie 
Christian. Lee Wiley, King Oliver, 
Kid Ory, Serge Chalolf, Sam Most, 
Jackie and Roy, Tai Farlow, June 
Christy, the Dukes of Dixieland, Jo 
Jones, Chu Berry, Chubby Jackson, 
and many, many more.

The wide variance in personal, 
indispensable favorites was a revela
tion. It seems, too, a quite healthy 
thing because jazz is certainly sup
posed to mean something personal 
to every listener. And judging from 
these replies, the audience potential 
seems wide for all types of jazz.

It also proves that jazz lovers will 
talk and write about their favorite 
subject. Letters and cards came from 
as far away as Japan and Sweden. 
Nearly everyone agreed it would be 
impossible to be stranded with only 
three records.

Robert T. McCurdy was so sure 
of his choices as all-time indispen
sables that he remarked, “I’m not in
terested in desert islands, but when 
I die, I’d like to take these with 
me.”

I doubt if we can draw any con
clusions from the voting, other than 
that the future looks pretty good 
for jazz records. But I can't help 
wondering what happened to Basie, 
Eldridge, Webster, Tatum, Prez. 
Hawk. Bessie Smith, Art Pepper. 
Diz, Giuffre. and Bix. . . .
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13" long. Dualar inquiries invited in the East.

2 Have you dug our hand turned Drum Sticks? 
They're the talk of the country! 5 models. 
Sound us for the best prices.

3. METAL PRACTICE STICKS.

4. NEW PLASTIC DRUM HEADS. Unaffected by 
weather. Complete line — Batter, Snore, Boss 
Drum ond Tom-Tom heads — All sizes.

5. IF IT’S A DRUM BOOK — WE HAVE IT. Send

38 • DOWN BEAT

ALL THE CATS 
MAKE TRACKS TO 
JACK'S BY MAILI

EVERYTHING FOR THE MUSICIAN, ESPECIALLY IN 
THE PERCUSSION LINE — ITEMS YOU USUALLY 
CAN’T GE1 — ANO AT THE COOLEST PRICES 
BECAUSE VOU BUY BY MAIL

t Announcing exclutive distribution In East of 
the famous hand moao GENE MEGS VIBE 
BULLETS. Johnny Rar — 11' short handle.

SENO FOB FREE DRUMALOG 
Maka It to Jack', fo th* b brm> chafe* at tha 
coolest prie«». GRETSCH — WFl — St INGERIAMO

IN MUMS IT’S

JACK'S DRUM SHOP 
238 STUART STREET, BOSTON. MASS. 

HA A.S223

"Whafertr «Ny ether retd can do 

VIBRATOR REEDS 
will da SETTER !"

JULIAN 'Cannonball) ADDERLEY 
Fonavi Allo Sok Arti»»

r«p« for SAX 
•nd CLARINET

Aik r»w Orchi 

H. CHIRON CO., Inc. 
1450 Broadway 
Now York 1». N. V.

Strictly Ad Lib
(Continued from Page 8)

work in the section . . . The Lehigh 
Valley Jazz Club of Easton, Pa., 
has been organized six months and 
has already sponsored a jazz con- 
cert . . . Camden will issue an LP
of Victor's Metronome All Stars 
records in July. A set of the Esquire 
jazz poll winners will follow later in 
the year ... a group of 20 young 
musicians from the central New 
Jersey area presented a jazz concert, 
third in a free series, April 13 at

Chiron VIBRATOR 
REEDS are hand fin
ished and are the 
only reeds of their 
kind with patented 
tone grooves run
ning parallel to in
sure improved tonal 
brilliance.

Thursday night jazz session are 
swinging in Halrick’s at Paterson, 
N. J Set for appearances were Hal 
McKusick’s septet, Don Elliott, Tony 
Scott, Gille Melle, and the Ray 
Gerard quartet.

Lee Konitz, Tony Scott, Don 
Elliott, Hal McKusick’s septet, Gil 
Melle and others will participate in 
jazz for Leona May 7 at the East
side high school auditorium in Pat
erson, N. J. Proceeds of the con
cert go to the parents of seven-year- 
old Leona Basile who suffered a 
brain tumor anti is partially par
alyzed . . . Manny Albarn signed 
exclusively with Dot Records, where 
Sonny Lester joined Bob Thiele as 
A&R man tor LPs and singles. 
Albarn will continue to present his 
Jazz Greats series on the new label 
... Teo Macero is rehearsing a ballet 
with an orchestra made up of 
Juilliard students . . . Jimmy Rush
ing may record in Europe, possibly 
at the Brussell’s Fair, with Benny 
Goodman’s band . . . Nearly 10 
critics have signified intentions of 
participating in the Newport jazz 
festival critics symposium . . . Miles 
Davis, possibly with a sextet, opened 
at the Cafe Bohemia for two weeks 
April 25 . . . Art Blakey and his 
group booked for a jazz concert at 
the Palm Gardens. Upcoming, the 
Eddie Davis trio, with Paul Gon
salves.

Duke Ellington’s Victor LP, In A 
Mellotone, one of the Down Beat 
series of jazz milestones, was awarded 
a silver plaque as the best jazz album 
issued in Norway last year . . . The 
Down Beat series on Victor will be 
offered to members of Victor’s Book- 
Of-The-Month (Hub record division, 
as items in the Collector’s Corner . .. 
Accordionist Angelo DiPippo did a 
Sunday at the Embers, and was set 
for appearance at the Accordion Day 
festival, May 18, at Carnegie Hall... 
Lee Konitz and his group join accor
dionist Celso Ferrari and his group, 
featuring Chubby Jackson, at Edu

rated Jazz, a concert at Levitto
N. Y. Sponsors are the Education 
Association of Levittown, where 
both Konitz and Ferrari live . . \ 
series of (azz concerts in (iteat
Britain has 
than 1,000 
Broonzy.

already raised more 
pounds for Big Bill

1
Chicago

JAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: George 
Shearing’s quintet is sharing tlx 
Blue Note bill these evenings with 
singer Dakota Staton and Jos Saye\ 
trio. This entourage will be present 
until May 18. Erroll Garner, who 
filled the Blue Note for two weeks 
in April, reports that he will not 
appear at the Stratford festival in 
Canada, as announced by festival 
officials. According to Garner’s man
ager, Martha Glaser, Garner never 
had agreed to an appearance there. 
. . Barbara Carroll’s trio is at the 
London House. Red Nono lead* 
his spirited quintet into that steak 
palace on May 21, with Oscar Peter
son and His Friends (Ray Brown 
and Herb Ellis) returning tor four 
weeks on June 11... Martha Davis 
and Spouse, two entertainers in lou 
with music and each other, will be 
at Mister Kelly’s until May 26, when 
Mike Nichols and Elaine May in
vade the premises. Dick Marx and 
John Frigo continue on Monday 
and Tuesday evenings at Kelly’s, 
with Marty Rubenstein’s fine trio 
taking over for the remainder of 
the week.

Ed Higgins’ excellent trio (at the 
London House on Monday and 
Tuesday) has been augmented by 
tenor man Sandy Mosse for the 
Wednesday-through-Saturday scene 
at the Cloister inn. Bev Kelly con
tinues as the Cloister’s staff vocalist, 
and Ramsey Lewis’ trio, occupies the 
stand on a Friday-through-Tuesday 
basis . . Franz Jackson’s All-Stars 
have found a downtown home. The 
group will be the regular Monday- 
Tuesday attraction at the Preview 
lounge in months to come, while 
continuing to maintain the Friday- 
Saturday sessions at the Red Arrow 
in Sticknev. Buddy Rich, with hr. 
fine new quintet, is heading his 
group at the Preview on the Wed- 
nesday-through-Sunday shift . . . 
Lionel Hampton opens at Robert’s 
Show club on May 16 for a frantic 
one week of Flying Home and as
sorted stratospheric sounds ... Frank 
D’Rone continues at Dante’s Inlerno 
. . . Gene Esposito’s trio is at tht 
Jazz Scene on weekends: Lee lovint 
continues as the singer with the 
group . . . The Bill Porter-Eddie 
Avis quintet is at the Thunderbird 
lounge on N. Ashland for Monday

SH 
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R. Mt Dunn, staff trombonist at CBS, 
is conducting a course in radio and 
television brass techniques at DePaul 
university’s music school.
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Hollywood

JAZZNOTES: After 18 months of 
trying, the Claude Gordon band 
finally crashes the Hollywood Pal
ladium the weekend ot May 16-17. 
Pee Wee Monte swung the booking, 
the first real Hollywood showcase for 
the trumpet-playing leader. Gordon's 
clan moves down to a gig al the 
Aii Force base at Yuma, Ariz., ihe

ly .......................... Stale .............
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irked at the printer for spelling his 
moniker C-h-u-r-c-h in last issue. In
cidentally, several astute a&r men

McGuire has initiated a half-hour 
radio show, Monday through Fri
day, on WAAF, from 4:30 to 5 p.m. 
He features interviews, music, and 
news on the entertainment front . . . 
Greg Harris, Chicago Daily Defender 
columnist, has joined the radio field, 
too. He’s conducting The Beehive 
Show six days a week from 3 to 6

Have th HEARD ar TRIED Ihe

Bonvicini KCOWM?

UklBS

• 120 bosse* in most natural position 
for player

• 41 treble keys (same as bellows 
accordion )

• 11 treble & 7 boss changes — 4 & 5 
sets finest Swedish blue steel reeds

• No complicated dials, tubes, or speaker*
• Easily portable—about 44 lb*.
A perfect Professional ar Hobby Instrument* 

Please rush catalogs on the

"Sensation of the Accordion World” to
Home ....................................................................-
Address ..................................................

night sessions . . . Bob Owens' quar
tet continues at the Coral Key on 
Skokie highway.

ADDED NOTES: Frances Faye, 
whose presentation is difficult to 
classify, will be at the Black Orchid, 
beginning May 6. Dick Shawn opens 
at the Orchid un May 27 . . . Tony 
Bennett opens at the Chez Parec on 
May 16 and will temain until June 
3 . . . Eydie Gorme returns to the 
Empire room of the Palmer House 
on May 8 tor (our weeks .. . Carmen 
Romano and Pedro Roman are the 
latest additions to the cast oi the 
perpetual tropical festival at the

Mu ta* Or Sata fat Satadwt S wA

SAXONY CLOTHES

street, ABC-TV’s Stars of fazz may 
be programmed coast to coast . . . 
Les Brown signed a purty new 
vocalist in Laurie Johnson . .. Harry 
James Cap-ped a new LP of Ernie 
Wilkins arrangements featuring solo
ists Willie Smith, Ray Sids. Sam 
Fiimature, and, o’course, the trum
pet man himself . . . Anent a report 
of the L.A. Jazz Concert hall el 
foldo: Not so, cries operator Jack 
Hampton. The place didn’t fold, 
he said. It just discontinued tegular 
programs. Recent independently 
produced concerts featured Billy 
I aylor, Herbie Mann, and a gang of 

others.
Hey! Phil Urso fans. The tenorist 

is still working the Piano lounge in 
Denver, Colo., with a quintet (in 
which he also plays baritone), fea
turing young tenor man Ron Wash
ington and drummer Jo Jo Williams 
. . . Not that bandleader Chuck
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Edu, a hon 
n. where 
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in Gre*

INTERNATIONALLY

RECOGNIZED

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

FOR THE STUDY OF JAZZ

For Information, Write

284 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS

BERKLEE SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC
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Avalon, where

Charlie Stern produced his second 
annual Dixieland jubilee on May 4, 
featuring the groups of Earl Hines, 
Ralph Sutton, Wally Rose, Joe Sul
livan, and Burt Bales. Stern has a 
Nat (Joie concert lined up for June

Chris club on

The Jazz Showcase,

trumpeter Ernie Figuorera. Brew 
Moore is working casuals and oc-

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
■ CONSERVATORY 
■ Dept. E-772, 2000 S. Michigan, Chicags 16

Jimmy Robinson, trumpet; Harold 
Land, tenor; Ernie Crawford, piano; 
Dave Bryant, bass, and Frank But
ler. drums, brighten the nights. This 
group should be recorded.

"ANAGII 
cordini 
"110"

SWING 
$3.00: 
Bretoi 
8. Ne

HOWARD RUMSEY’S 
lighthouse All-Star» 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 

Hermoia Beach 
Tcp Modem Jazz Nomas In Concert

World-Pacific Recording Artiit 
FREDDIE GAMBRELL TRIO 

nightly at
JAZZ WORKSHOP 

473 Broadway DOuglau ?

<n CAM 
labels. 
$4.98 
posta, 
$1.00 
"5 B

scene, is looking for gigs

which received wide notice with a 
jazz-with-soft-drinks-policy, quietly 
and soberly folded The Off Beat 
tried a weekend with good local 
jazz talent, drew good crowds, still 
lost money, and dropped jazz.

—dick hadlock

LIGHTNING ARRANGER CO.
2929 Chow St., Allentown. Pe, 

Money refunded if not »otiified.

with Darnell Howard, Muggsy 
Spanier, Pops Foster, Jimmy Archey, 
and Earl Watkins, continues its suc- 
fessful residence at the Hangover 
. . . The Gateway singers are at the

SPREADS FARTHER 
LAST LONGER

•nC 10 orhet CMries. Send for Catalog 
Nnme_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age__
Street_________________________________

WOULD YOU PAY $1.50 
• To be able to write all your own arrange« 

monts without even using a piano.
• To know the 4-part harmony of every chord of 

music for all Eb, Bb, & C instruments at Ihe

pawar, slawar avapa> 
ration, waiforat cohmoI. 
•etcy—Hotton Oil OaoU 
boot far oasior opood. 
for iMtrwmont action.

are cocking awarears in his direction 
. . . The Duke Ellington Jazz Society 
was formed in Hollywood last month 
with Bill Ross named chairman of a 
five-man board of directors. Meet
ings are held the first Tuesday and 
third Wednesday of every month in

lOMAtDXAGOlv QUAR1E1 
with Paul Urso 

Morey A Cary's 
PIANO LOUNGE

927 15th St CHerry 4.$^
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Tha anti, tha only, tha anginal 
TERRI LESTER'S Jazz Cellar 

1708 N. La» Palmas 
TERRY GIBBS - HI Fl'* (Voral Creep»

MODERN CREATIVE SOUND! U STEREO 
at GEORGIA LEE'S CAPRICE 

by tho legendary JOE ALBANY 
FREDDIE GRUBL» A PAUL BINNING! 

3510 N. Pock Rd , El Monta—frees 9.30 M

Beretta, appearing at the Backstage, 
is receiving national publicity and 
deserves it. Noel (toward was one 
who enthused over the girl and 
place, which may inspire a similar 
informal club opening in New York 
. . . Mills brothers are at the Fair-

ED SMITH QUINTET 
Glen Pointer’* 
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Six Night» — Dancing Every Night

1113 E. Armour Blvd cor. Trooit I Ari 
VAIenttne 1 9846
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• For a complete course on arranging.
• To b. able to instantly tranipoie any »eng to 

any other key.
THE LIGHTNING ARRANGER

Is the only musical device n the wo-'d that Will 
DO All THIS! Terrific for Musicians, Songwriters 
Arrangers, Singers, Teacher* and Beginner» Small 
enough to carry In your pocket.

Inquire at your Local Music Dealer

ENROLL NOW 
to top off your 

TRAINING

lean Hunter followed Anita O’Day 
into the Blackhawk

Signs of the times: Tin Angel, 
down to four nights a week, is strug
gling to keep the doors open . . . 
Vince Cattolica, one of the most 
talented jazz clarinetists on the

A Fresh Sound In Dixieland by
1 RILEY 

and 
TH» SAINTS 

Marmata Inn________ _____________ bet noM lead

is preparing a TV pilot show titled 
Route 66.

NITERY NOTES: Recession or 
no, the town's back to three jazz 
rooms—Jazz cabaret, Terri Lester's 
Jazz cellar, and the Vermillion Jazz 
club The cabaret is the only spot 
on a six-night schedule, though. 
Terri Lester’s jumps till 5 a.m. 
Wednesday through Saturday.

Get to the Cabaret early Thurs
days for Howard Lucraft's stereo

PAUL BLEY QUARTET 

hill».»*» club

Roy Sonnollo's 
NEW ROYAL ROOM 

prerents Dixielond & lozz 7 nights n -*M 
featuring Joo Darombourg A his Dixie fy*e 

dancing every night
Jazz Jamboree every Sun morning 4 e m • 

6700 Hollywood Blvd HOIlywood T.M
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Jimbo I 
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“Kitewn tha World Ovgi”
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whe climb from solid foundations.
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that can make you 
master of uJ I the 

'' tricks in your 
s. trade.
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506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE Four 
separate slide rules give all chords, 
transposition and scales at a glance 
Also 14 choices of harmonizing any 
melody note Complete..... .porms! Write ior safe.
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52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELODIES.. $1 'M)
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS 50

In Cowart 
land by

ORCHESTRA COATS: Singlebreasted $5, Blues, 
Maroon,, Ivory Whites. Every size ( leaned, 
pressed Tuxedo trousers $4. Slightly u«ed. 
Wallace. 2453 N Halsted, Chicago, III.

»,0M PROFESSIONAL COMEDY UNES, PARODIES 
ROUTINES, SIGHT-BITS 1*00 PAGES! FREE CATA 
LOG, WRITE: ORBEN PUBLICATIONS, 111 i. 

CARPENTER ST , VALLEY STREAM, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS pouted your ideas! Hold all songs.

UAM PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT HOME 
WRTt KARI BARTENBACH. 1001 WELLS ST , 
LAFAYETTE INDIANA

■ANAGH WANTED by singer to help get re- 
roraing career. Gerald Sorrells, Laurelton 
7-1107 N.Y.C.
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from the whole of jazz in his play
ing and writing

116B L 14th St

Freme Bop Glesses $3 IB 
$1.80 ea

Classified Ads
»PER WORD—MIIIMUM CHARGE 14.50

DEADLINE: 20 day*  prior to 
“on sale” date of issue.

Remittance must accompany copy
Count Name, Addie»« City and State 

Box Number Service. 5Oc Extra
ea

ARRANGEMENTS

UG SOUNDING DANCE Arrangements. Trumpet, 
Alto, Tenor, Piano, Bass, plus opt. ■ added 
Tenor for Alto or added Trombone $3.00 each. 
Ha >S 15° W. 14*1*  St., N.Y.C. Lists.

MVS PEUSTYIEO Arrangen. nts for Trumpet, 
Trombone Tenor, Bary-Alto, 3 Rhythm. B 
Eberhart, Box 323, East Lansing, Michigan.

MH CHORUSES. 3—$1,00 Sample, 25c. Fake 
tunes, vour 20. $3.00. "Drumming be Ear". 
$200 Creighton Box 5173, Sarasota, Fla.

yUU BANDS!1 Smooth, danceable, full sound.ng 
aiTang«ments for Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, plus 
rhythm and Trumpet, Tenor, Trombone plus 
rtivthm Arranging Service, 24 Lincoln Ave., 
Pittsford. New York.

WMH SONGS?*  Read “Songwriter’» Review” 
magazine. 1650-DB Broadway. New York 19, 
25c copy; S2.50 year

SWING PIANO-BY MAIL. 30 sell-teaching lessons 
S3.00; (samples) over fifty publications. Phil 
Bret in Publications, PC) Box 1402, Omaha

NH CATALOGS, B. rigan Beiderbecke or Charlie 
Parker or Duke Ellington ARG, 341, Cooper 
Station, N.Y.C.

VKIAl Send $1.49 and Receive three unused 
EP Records. Tatum, Hodges, Peterson, De
France, etc. Record King, N 1111 Columbus. 
Spokane. Washington.

WANTED: Voices people of interest, past, present, 
on tape, recordings, interviews, transcriptions. 
Also record collections, records made pnor 
1940. Jacob S. Schneider, 109 W. 83, NYC.

*t CARRY All top jazz and band LPs. Al) 
label >. Clearance sale, new $3.98 for $3 49;
74 98 for $4.25. plus 3*? sales tax. We pay 
postage in states. Send check or money older. 
$1.00 deposit on COD’s. Faga Record Club 
115 Brighton Ave., Rochester. Pa.

REST
f; Cl 6-5252
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FORREST

FOB BEST RESULTS

Benny Golson
(Continued from Page 19)

with Johnny Hodges for a short 
Ceriod and then with Earl Bostic's 

and foi two years. Although im
mersed once again in r&b, Benny’s 
ambitions weren t dampened. He 
continued to turn out provocative 
manuscripts which usually managed 
to find their way into * ‘ " 
hands. His Stablemates 
on a Miles Davis I.P

the right 
turned up

When Ernie Wilkins, 
writing commitments,_ left Dizzy
Gillespie’s hand, he suggested Gol
son as his replacement. In July, 
1956, Benny joined Gillespie.

The last year with the Gillespie 
band, before it disbanded, brought 
Benny’s emergence as a solosist of 
consequence anil also brought much 
original material trom him. To de
scribe the Golson output as merely 
prolific would be to take a casual 
view, something Benny is never 
guilty of in his writing.

Benny’s work has an intense, 
probing quality. It can lie enjoyed 
the first time, but such is its depth 
that subsequent listening will bring 
more enjoyment and more under
standing.

Unlike many jazz composers who 
base their melodies on the chord 
progressions of standard tunes, Ben
ny's originals are original. His 
creations are not “cute,” oft-repeated 
riffs, but longer, gracefully con
structed lines. His early infatuation 
with the Dameron approach has 
been largely absorbed, although 
traces of Tadd are still evident.

Alter he joined the Gillespie 
band, Golson met Lee Morgan, 
whose allegiance to Clifford Brown 
led to a friendship between Golson 
and Morgan. An outgrowth of this 
friendship is the series of records for 
Blue Note under Lee’s name and fea- 
luiing Golson originals. One of these 
originals is a heartfelt tribute to 
Brown. / Remember Clifford took 
Bennv three painstaking weeks to 
create.

As to his horn, Golson’s tenor 
sound is strongly that of Coleman 
Hawkins, and since Benny has had 
an opportunity to do more solo work 
in recent months, it is inventive and 
swinging. Benny’s link with the past 
in his apjiroach to the tenor sax is 
one of the keys to his music personal
ity. He is not a constricted modern
ist who travels only in the frigid or
bit of the ultra-cool. Benny draws

FAMOUS WALTER STUART BOOKS
499—HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN JAZZ

CHORUSES $1.25
523—SELF-INSTRUCTION IN HARMONY .$125 
528—SELF-INSTRUCTION IN POPULAR PIA-

NO Complete Beginner*  Course $130
369—ADVANCED POPULAR PIANO COURSE 

Chord System without bass clef.. $1.25
492—PIANO INTROS BREAKS ENDINGS, 

RUNS ................................................ $1.25
521—MODERN CHORD TECHNIQUE ... $1.25

FOR NANO 
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD HITS 

Exciting different harmonizations $1.00
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOF 

PIANO ............................  $1.00
80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE.... $1.00
88—MODERN BLOCK CHORD PROGRES-

S10NS Examples and exercises................
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS

904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS
66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HARM0NIZA

T10NS .
354—MODERN CHORD APPLICATION. Haw to 

use fourth chords nth, 11th and 13th 
chords in modem jazz piano styling 

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS. Ad-lib 
jazz phrases to fit the most used chord 
progressions ......................................

364—LEF f HAND IDEAS FOR MODERN 
PIANIST and how to apply them.

990—MODERN JAZZ ACCOMPANIMENTS....
64—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES......................

907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS
912—CHORDS BUILT BY FOURTH INTER

VALS ...................................................!
10—MODERN PIANO RUNS. 130 profession* 

rum on all chords.............................. J

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1728 mod
em two-measure jazz phrases to fit all 
chords ................................................$1.00

902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES...........  30
371—MODERN BLUES STYLES..................... 75
372—NEW STYLE AD-LIB SOLOS .. .$1.25 
47—IMPROVISING and HOT PLAYING. 

Hundreds of improvisation patterns thowr 
on all chords.................................. $1.00

58—BASS IMPROVISING BY CHORDS 30
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501—LESSONS IN AD-LIB PLAYING $1 00
997—HOW TO TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT $1.25
524—ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS..................... $1.25
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play jazz, your mind must be on
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Johnny Smith

Johnny Smith

Katz Meow 
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Zoot Sims 
Hal McKusick

42 • DOWN BEAT

Sunday Scene • Fingerpappin' Blue*

• Cupcak» • AHar After Houri 
Ava • Time to Go.

O Modern Art of Jazz
H Atonal Dvoti
□ Jazz Originali
Originali Vol. 1 O VuL 2 O
Q Aid! to Technique 

(Guitar Only) .... *$1.50 
reveoll the eocreti of hit fingering

PIANO ONLV
George Shearing play* Leonard Feather O 
George Shearing'! greaterl jazz triumph! from 
groat comparer Leonard Feather. Tramcribed 
from hit lateit recording! to that you can play 
them, too. BeBopt Fable, • Sorry, Wrong 
Rhumba • life With Feather • Midnight la 
the Air.

To order, u*» thir convenient check Hit and All out 
coupon or tee your local dealer.
tncloie Remittance With Order. We pay Foliage

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
111 Wert 44* Street
New York M. N. V.
Gentlemen.

Plearo tend me oubticotionr checked.

for lipr • let My Fingerr Go • Sweetie Patoutie. 
Tony Scott Wail* □
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* except where indicated 
Fublished for all Instruments
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Chord Progrorrloa* 

BJazz Workihop 
Soler of the Stan

Mile* Davit ..................................... Interpretation* □
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The only printed and authentic example* at Milo* 
Dovit' styled interpretations. A top exclusive.
Dizzy Gillespie O Dizzy Blow* Kerouac 
Milt Hinton 1 H Great Jazz lino* 
Oscar Pettiford! □ Milt Meet* Oscar 
Two greet jazz artist* loomed up lo give you 
two outstanding stylo*.
Charlie Christian □ Harlem Uptown Jazz 
Mal Matthews O Mat Matthew* Swing* 
The Best el Tony Scott □
Great progressive jazz solo* by RCA Victor's 
brightest jazz star—Exactly as he recorded them.

loger* □ Artiitry of Shorty Rogon 
^^Wei^Cooit Jazz Scene

PERCUSSION BOOKS 
PIANO

□ How to Ploy Bongo:.......... •$! .00
M How to Play Moraca:. . . $1.00 
□ How to Ploy Timbale:. . *$1.00 
“ 4 Book: in I — Bongo:, 

Timbale*, Congo Drum*.
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B DRUMCRAFT by F. Ward $1.2S 
Easy Slops to Drumming 
by Simon Starnberg . . •$! .SO

MUSIC FOR KEYBOARD 
INSTRUMENTS

□ Original Block Chord 
Interpretations, 
*$1.50 (Fiona, Vibes, 
Accordion, Guitar) 

O Keyboard Chords—
Triads to 13th, 
*$1.50 (Fiona, Vibes, 
Accordion)

□ Fiano Originals 
(Fiona Only)

□ The Groat Scott 
(Fiano Only)

O Modern Jazz Themes 
(Fiona, Guitar, Acc.) 

only one thing—that’s on jazz. This 
is a great thing to have and very 
few players have it. It’s the secret 
to playing good jazz.

“Like me, Coltrane’s from Phila
delphia, and I’ve known him a long 
time—since 1946, in fact. Originally 
he was an alto player. He was un
der Bird’s influence, all right, but 
he sounded like himself. Certainly 
has a unique way of playing. I real
ly dug James Clay, too. No doubt 
about it, he’s got that certain some
thing.”

How do they feel about the young
er contemporary altoists, tied as if 
by umbilical “chord” to the legacy 
of Charlie Parker. And how do they 
feel about musical imitation in gen
eral?

PERKINS: “Everybody has got 
to imitate somebody—and you might 
as well imitate the best. Of course, 
each person must eventually strive 
to play originally. If a person con
tinues to imitate someone else 
through his entire career, he’ll never 
progress, that’s all.

“Let me give you an example. 
People say that 1 sound like myself 
and no one else. Actually, I sound 
like a conglomeration of everybody 
I’ve admired and tried to imitate: 
Lester Young, Dexter Gordon, Al 
Cohn, and Zoot Sims. Now let me 
point out that the Getz imitation 
was never conscious, because I never 
wanted to copy Getz. I was working 
in a band—Woody’s—where Getz’ 
presence still was felt; it was ever 
present, in fact. So, there was a cer
tain adherence to the Getz style; but 
only in the context of the Herman 
band.

“Also, Richie has affected my play
ing. And Eddie Miller—for his tone. 
Coltrane and Sonny are just about 
everybody’s biggest influence today. 
But then, that isn’t saying anything 
new . .

KAMUCA: “I haven’t heard too 
many of these younger alto players 
in person, and that’s the only way 
you can really tell what they’re say
ing. I like Stitt very much, of course. 
Still, 1 wonder how he’d play if he’d 
never heard Bird.

“Personally, I feel that Davey 
Schildkraut is really the one who 
kept originality and still captured 
Bird’s sound. He’s more himself. 
What I’ve heard of Davev convinced 
me that he’s a very tough man.

I II say this on Parker imitati
It'll take an awfully strong pe 
ity to pull away from Bird. In all 
my travels I haven’t run across any
one who’d done it. I don’t think 
there’s going to be anybody—for a 
very long time—who’ll make such a 
radical change in so many musicians’ 
lives as Bird did. I wouldn't even 
attempt to say who it may be. If 
he were here, you’d know it. Tell 
yap this, though, he'll have io be 
fantastic, for one thing.

“So far as the Perkins-Getz thing 
is concerned, though, I'll say that 
Bill's the kind of guy who'll feel an 
obligation to the job he’s doing. If 
he feels he’s obligated to do a Getz- 
type thing in a band, he'll do it to 
the best of his ability because he's 
getting paid for it.”

How do they feel about Pepper 
Adams?

PERKINS: “Pepper had an ap 
palling effect on me. He just tore 
me up. Someone’s got to show me 
who's playing better baritone. The 
thing about Pepper’s playing is that 
he blows with a vengeance, savagely. 
I think that when he’s a little older 
and cools down some, he’ll really 
make history.”

KAMUCA: (With a smile on hear
ing of Perkins’ comment) "Yeah. 
Pepper’s a very tough man, a real 
bad player. He shook us all up.’’

What about their recording activ
ity as solists?

PERKINS: “Well, I’m planning 
to do a new- LP for World-Padfit 
with just a rhythm section. The 
idea of playing the Road tunes real
ly appeals to me. We’ve selected 
songs like Moonlight Becomes You 
and Ain’t Got a Dime to My Name, 
and so on. Jimmy Rowles is help 
ing me with the chords on some of 
the tunes. He’ll be playing on the 
album. Leroy Vinnegar and Md 
Lewis will complete the rhythm sec
tion.”

KAMUCA: “Personally, I feel 
that my album on Mode is the best 
recording I’ve done so far. For one 
thing, the rhythm section made me 
feel really at ease. The guys were 
Leroy Vinnegar, Stan Levey, and 
Carl Perkins. Those guys! I was 
really happy with my playing on 
that album, but I feel I could do 
better now.

“Right here, I’d like to say some
thing about Carl Perkins. His death 
was a greater loss to jazz than pei 
haps most people realize. A lot o* 
people are not aware of how great 
he was because he was out here <*• 
the coast. I honestly feel that Carls 
death is the greatest loss to jazz since 
Charlie Parker died.”
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to Gretech, Dept. DL, to cover 
handling and mailing.

Don Lamond plays Gretsch Drums
Try an outfit like Don plays, or specify your own set at your dealers. Write Gretsch, 
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. for Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. (This is our 75th year.)

Don'» "White PearC outfit centaine: 9t“xl4“ boot; IPiY and H"rlt" tomtom*; 
14“* SW enure drum, plue Greteeh triple chrome - plated hardware throughout.
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Selmer

FREE TRIAL OFFER

Selmer Gilt Offer

Alto or Tenor Mark VIapplied on order» for Selmer

Your Selmer dealer wantb to prove to you that you’ll play better 
with a new Mark VI Selmer Saxophone. He wants you to try one 
of these new saxophones now without obligation. If you buy, you 
get a fine $40 or $45 Air-0 case free of extra cost—you pay only 
for the saxophone. Here’s a real saving for you and a real reason 
to see your local Selmer dealer today. If you don’t know who he is, 
we’ll send you his name. Write Selmer. Elkhart, Ind., Dept. C-51

H. & A. Selmer Inc., Elkhart, Indiana

$40 or $45 Air-O case I'REK with your purchase of a SELMER 
(Paris) Mark VI Alto or Tenor Saxophone (Dealer: Air-0 case will

Saxophones shipped between April 1, 1958 and June 30, 1958).
Offer good only in U.S.A.

A Selmer (Paris') Mark VI Saxophone will do more for vour playing 
than any other horn. A Selmer gives you better sound, more accurate 
intonation, increased agility, greater carrying power. Relocated, re
sized tone holes; changes in bore design; relocated key groups—all 
combine to give greater expression to your talent and technique. Full 
ribbed construction, patented Balanced-Act ion, lifetime power-ham
mered mechanism and other construction features actually makes a 
Selmer cost less per year to play than any other sax. See your dealer 
today! He has your free case—and is ready to offer a good trade-in 
on your pre-sent saxophone.

Present this to your Selmer Dealer 
ACT NOW—Offer Expires June 30,1958

deluxe 
AIR-0

MARK VI 
Alto or Tenor

Helmer
■LKHART, INDIANA

FREE
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